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abstract 1 
ABSTRACT 
Genetic toxicology, as a subspecialty of toxicology, identifies and analyzes the action of 
agents with toxicity directed toward the hereditary components of living systems. Some 
toxicants damage the genetic complex at concentrations also producing acute nonspecific 
cytotoxicity and death. The primary objective of this study using pentachlorophenol (PCP) was 
precisely the same as mentioned above - i.e. to detect and analyze the hazard potential of this 
agent that could possibly be highly specific for interactions with nucleic acids and produce 
alterations in genetic elements at sub-toxic concentrations. Compound exposures for genetic 
toxicology studies undertaken, falling into three major subdivisions of toxicologic testing 
namely histopathological changes of germinal epithelium, clastogenic effects using chronosomal 
end points, biochemical changes on genomic DNA and protein, in addition to preliminary 
studies relating to median lethal dose (LD^q) in Heteropneustes fossilis. 
Observations relating to mortality on various concentrations in the rank of 0.05 to 0.65 
were made. Sporadic mortality started at 0.30 ppm and between 0.45 and 0.50 ppm nearly 50% 
of fish perished within 72 hrs. It was estimated that 50% of the fish survived the treatments at 
concentrations of 0.48 ppm. A trend of decreasing survival with increase in concentration was 
very evident, a marginal increase over LDjg value frequently inflicted high toxicity that 
resulted in the fatal PCP oriented poisoning incidents. 
Toxicity stress were also observed, the important among them being restlessness, surface 
swimming, vigorous jerking, body imbalance, myotonia and anorexia at sublethal doses. At 
higher doses haemorrhages of the viscera, deep coma terminating into death and rigor 
mortis was resulted. 
Light and transmission electron microscopic examinations were carried out to discern fine 
structural abnormalities of gonads. The testes in experimentally exposed forms were usually 
found to be in recrudescence stage. The Kinetics of spermatogenesis varied in a concentration 
and duration dependent manner. Leydig cells were enormously affected. There was no 
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regeneration in them. Interstitial cells were involuted, and tound in groups at the intertubular 
junction. Abnormal Leydig cells suffered minor hypertrophy with moderate to complete 
pycnosis. In contrast, unexposed Leydig cells had the signs ot activity without-being involuted 
and normal testes showed the spermatogenic activity with abundant proliferating cysts. 
Affected spermatogonia frequently fill the tubular lumen and the tubules contain spermatids; 
spermatozoa being very sparce. TEM observation showed that Sertoli cells form long protru-
sions in the lumen of the seminiferous tubules. The efferent duct was tilled with sperms and the 
epithelial cells of the vas-deferens were frequently enlarged and strongly vacuolated. 
Ovarian cells were equally sensitive and suffered characteristic changes. Commonly 
encountered deleterious effects found were severe damage to peritoneal lining, vacuolation of 
cytoplasm in immature oocytes, damage to the yolk vesicle in maturing oocytes, disintegration 
of cortical alveoli and yolk globules in mature oocytes. Ovarian wall too was readily affected: 
it produced rupture and disintegration. In some observations, the oocyte wall also suffered the 
same fate, cortical alveoli and yolk globules registered maximum damage. In extreme cases, 
the cytoplasm of oocyte was liquified resulting in empty space due to degeneration. Granulosa 
layer became hypertrophied with evident thickening. Phagocytosed remnants of oocytes cells 
were frequently observed with a prominent vacuolation in the nuclear extrusions. Nucleoli 
were equally sensitive, in abnormal appearance a crater-like depression on one side and a 
spherical vacuole in the middle was evident; while others undergo blebbing. The degeneration 
of entire nucleus found in certain cells resulted in a large vacuole. However many of these 
changes were not unique. 
Examination of well dispersed and full complement chromosome spreads were scored for 
clastogenic assessment. The predominent aberrations were classified as the chromatid (breaks) 
and chromosomes (acentrics, rings and gaps) types. Frequency of abnormal metaphases in 
control groups was close to some initial exposures. Lowest (genetically) effective concentra-
tion (LEC) was determined as 0.05 ppm The polyploid cells mtrequently observed were found 
to have chromosomes ranging between 60-112. There was a gradual increasing tendency ot 
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abnormal metaphasein a dose and exposure response manner. 
In micro nucleus test (MNT), the number of micronuclei most often restricted to one or 
rarely two, though cells occupying three or more micronuclei were found in occasional cases. 
Variation of size and position of micronuclei was quite conspicuous. It was from ring to 
crescent shaped and normal to large sized. Computerized image analysis (CIA) of cellular, 
nuclear and micronuclear perimeter was undertaken for these differing shapes. It indicated a 
considerable to nearly normal differences in cell area; nuclear area on the other hand showed 
difference being ascriable to micronuclei formation. 
MN frequency estimates not only registered an upward increase but also respond to the 
lowest dose. Percentage profile of single micronuclei contributed a net increase of 7.05 ± 0.71 
in exposed forms compared to normals. However, the frequency of chromosome abenations 
was higher than that of MNC when the same dose was used: MN was formed due to limited 
types of anphase chromosome aberrations while many types of chromosomal abeeations were 
directly observed. 
Genotoxicity at molecular level was investigated in DNA and proteins. Obviously genes 
are not stable, inert structure; and may undergo mutation occasionally producing serious 
defects in the biological function. Electrophoretic behaviour of PCP affected genomic DNA 
of H.fossilis and the assessment of resultant variations in DNA content was carried out, 
therefore. 
DNA was isolated from two sources i.e. kidney and blood tissues. The relative molecular 
length of double stranded DNA fragments having low molecular weight was determined. 
Banding pattern revealed a remarkable variation of DNA strands of various molecular length 
in experimental specimen. Extracted DNA from highest concentration of PCP exposure at 0.40 
ppm displayed 5 conspicuous bands corresponding to molecular length 9382.46; 5131.27; 
532.067; 332.552 and 686.917 base pairs. Likewise concentrations of 0.3 ppm to 0.1 ppm 
produced bands of DNA having relative molecular length ranging from 872 2-21 to 383.117 
base pairs. 
Quantitative assessment of DNA was also ascertained by a separate set of experiments. A 
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significant range of variation in DNA content extracted from a particular amount of kidney 
tissue was evident. Even in concentration as low as 0.05 ppm, DNA content was found to be 
considerably reduced. 
To characterize muscle protein, dorsal trunk muscles were put to test by SDS-PAGE 
method. Unlike DNA there was no appreciable variation of protein bands in exposed 
specimen. There were about 18 bands in all, yet showing no differentiation between exposed 
and control groups. The comparison of bands at various intervals gave uniform pattern without 
noticeable change in the staining intensities and concentration of a particular protein was not 
variable. 
Thus standard and reliable estimates regarding genetic toxicology underline the fact that 
PCP can produce alterations in the nuclic acids and associated components at sub-toxic 
exposure levels, resulting in modified hereditary characteristics or DNA inactivation. PCP has 
an affinity for direct DNA interactions, therefore, termed as genotoxic. The study vindicate the 
point that H.fossilis could be a valid indicator of the presence of various carcinogenic -
mutagenic chemicals in the water systems. This study is also very significant for management 
of fishery and to avoid human health hazards for obvious reasons. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The field of toxicology deals with the effects of agents on living systems with the 
purpose of defining human health hazards. Being an applied science, it draws on 
data and methodology from a multitude of basic sciences such as physiology, 
pharmacology, ethology, embryology, chemistry and genetics. Genetic toxicology, 
as a subspeciality of toxicology, identifies and analyzes the action of agents with 
toxicity directed towards the hereditary components such as chromosome, germ 
cell, DNA etc. of living systems. The primary objective of genetic toxicology is 
therefore, to detect and analyze the potential hazard of chemical agents that have 
highly specific interactions with nucleic acids and produce alterations in genetic 
elements at subtoxic concentrations. Agents that produce such alterations in the 
nucleic acids and associated components at sub-toxic level, resulting in modified 
hereditary characteristics or DNA inactivation, are classified as genotoxic. The term 
is a general description meant to distinguish chemicals that have an affinity for 
direct DNA interactions from those which have not. 
Genetic toxicology evolved from the initial studies of gene mutability demon-
strated first by Muller (1927) using radiations, followed almost twenty years later by 
Auerbach et al. (1947) using chemicals. Later, the genetic changes in animals 
induced by radiation and chemicals were demonstrated by Cattanach (1966) and 
Russel (1951). This work created the awareness that some of the 'hereditary' 
diseases observed in human population might be environmental in origin (Russel, 
1977 and Bridges et al., 1979 ). The 'Golden Era' of molecular genetics started in 
1978 with the reports of gene transfer and expression between unrelated organ-
isms (Itabura et al., 1977 and Guarente et al., 1980; ). 
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In the meanwhile genetic toxicology was recognized as descipline in 1969 
when the Evironmental IVIutagen Society (EMS) was founded in USA. Later, the 
International Association of Environmental Mutagen Societies (lAEMS) was insti-
tuted in 1973 - that marked the beginning of active research in this area. 
In an attempt to collate the rapidly stock-piling information in USA, the 
Environmental Mutagen Information Center (EMIC) was organised in 1969 in Oak 
Ridge. The international Commission for Protection against Environmental Muta-
gens and Carcinogens (ICPEMC) further set up a series of committees. Of late as 
in other areas of toxicology, a secondary type of technology transfer is gaining 
momentum in genetic toxicology. Computer-based data handling and reporting 
system as well as on-line, computer-monitored equipment are greatly improving the 
turn around time and overall capacity of testing laboratories. 
Environmental pollution has in fact forced us to study the direct and indirect 
effect of the dispersal of industrial and other wastes on aquatic and terrestrial 
environment. The use of industrially produced chemicals has constantly increased 
since the Second World War. The chlorophenolic compoundsin general and Penta-
chlorophenol (PCP) in particular have wide-spectrum applications in industry and 
agriculture, with probably more varied uses than any other pesticide of modern age 
(Bevenue and Beckman, 1967; Gebefugi and Parlar, 1978). This attracted particu-
lar attention of researchers naturally. 
PCP is a general cytotoxic agent, its efficacy is due to its inhibitory properties 
upon oxidative phosphorylation. This unspecific and strong cytotoxic activity of this 
chemical has led to it in a great variety of biocidal applications (Seller, 1991). Its 
cheapness and broad spectrum of action might, however, be seen as an induce-
ment for its continuous use in some parts of the world. More recently PCP has so 
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widely been used tnat a separate account is warranted (hor brief chemistry and use 
of PCP, please see box 1 and 2 respectively). 
An increasing importance of PCP during the last four decades can best be 
illustrated through the figures shown in box 3. PCP is the single chlorophenol with 
the highest world wide production figures, estimated at between 25,000 to 90,000 
tons (Ullmanns Encyklopadie, 1983). In Finland alone 1,000 tons of chlorophenolic 
wood preservatives are used annually. Even as no such figures available for India, 
it certainly is very widely used chemical. 
As for the genotoxic properties are concerned many chlorinated xenobiotics 
are known to have genotoxic properties. This fact was elicited in a number of studies 
though the results are divergent. From time to time genotoxic and related toxicologi-
cal information on PCP has been reviewed (IARC,1979; Williams, 1982; Exon, 1984; 
Colosio etal. , 1985; Choudhury et al., 1986; Seiler, 1991). In the account following 
henceafter, an effort is made to review the varied mutagenic effects of PCP in 
different organisms. 
The mutagenicity of this compound and other related derivatives has been 
elaborately studied in bacteria (Shirasu et al., 1976; De Marini et al., 1990). Fahrig 
etal. (1978) reported PCP to be active in the mutation system and in the intragenic 
recombination system of MP-1 strain of S. cerevisiae. Its treatment was further 
shown to inhibit cell growth, RNA and ribosome synthesis in S. cerevisiae (Ehrlich 
et al., 1987). A decrease in absolute and relative number of HPRT mutants was 
observed in Chinese hamster V79 cells (Jansson and Jansson, 1986; Hattula and 
Knuutinen, 1985). Extensive testing in Chinese hamster CHO cells for the induction 
of CA yielded somewhat ambiguous results which, however, were summarized by 
Galloway et al. (1987) and McConnell (1989) as constituting a weakly positive 
response. As early as in 1978 Fahrig et al. used the coat color spot test in mice to 
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investigate the mutagenic potential of PCP. Several positive carcinogenic studies 
have been performed with PCP in mice (Gold et al., 1984; (ARC, 1990). Even in 
human a significant increase in chromosome-type aberrations (acentrics and di-
centrics) has been oberved in the lymphocytes of PCP-exposed workers (Bauchinger 
et al.. 1982; Schmid et al., 1982; Wyllie et al., 1975). 
Though, the genotoxic potential of various groups of irisecticides and pesti-
cides are generally recorded in various insects and mammalian models, similar 
studies in aquatic organisms remain practically unexplored, even as some nominal 
studies were carried out in scallop, snail, oyster, amphipod, shrimp, caddis fly etc. 
(Kerrand Vass, 1973). 
The great awarness of environmental pollution vis-a-vis aquatic pollution due to 
expansion of industrial, agricultural, public health and other practices has intro-
duced monitoring genotoxic study using fish appears to be by far the best for more 
than one reason (Manna, 1989). In selecting some species of fish to serve as 
models, due considerations are to be made with respect to easy availability, suitable 
karyotypes, ability to withstand experimental stress, simple biology and feasibility of 
mutagen testing methods. At present very few species have been used as the 
testing models. The species which have been found useful are Cyprinus carpio{A\-
Sabti, 1986), Umbra limi{KWgerman etal. , 1975), Notobranchus rachowi (Van Der 
Hoeven et al., 1982), Oryzias latipes (Egami and Hyodo-Taguchi, 1973) and tilapia, 
Orechromismossambica {Manna, 1984) in this respect. However, strangely though 
Heteropneustes fossilis, inspite of its wide consumption by humans has not 
figured in genotoxicity studies. This, together with other fishes hitherto unexplored 
should be studied to have large scale information required for successful manage-
ment of fishes and more so to avoid health hazards for obvious reasons. 
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The strategy for genotoxicity testing used in this study incorporated the 
standard method jointly laid down by the Society for Environmental Mutation 
Research (GUM,'Commission for the Development of Guidelines for Genotoxicity 
Testing) and the Federal Health Office (Bundesgesund-heitsant, Subgroup for 
Mutagenicity; Fahrigh et al., 1991). In addition to the preliminary studies, investiga-
tions broadly carried along; PCP-induced histopathological changes in germinal 
epithelium, clastogenic effects and biochemical studies on DNA and protein. 
Indicator tests have confirmed the primary aim of this study i.e. PCP-induced 
mutagenicity in H. fossilis. 
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B O X : 1 
PENTACHLOROPHENOL :PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
(Bevenue and Beckman, 1967) 
Chemical Abstract Service No.(CAS No.) 87-86-5. 
Batch No. Fluka chemika (Switzerland)-76470/CH-9470. 
Analysis No. 33460 490 
Purity 99% 
Physical Properties: 
Colour White 
Shape Needle like solid crystal 
Odor Pungent. 
Molecular Weight 266.26 
Melting Point 190'C 
Boiling Point 293°C 
Density 1.85 
Solubility in Water Insoluble in normal temperature. 
Solubility in methanol 57 - 1 65 gm/100 ml. 
Chemical Properties PGP is a fully chlorinated phenol, illustrated 
by the formula: 
O H 
c i v . .C l 
C K X J 
C l 
Generally produced by the (catalytic) chlorination of phenol yield a 
technical product of about 85% purity. 
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B0X:2 
PENTACHLOROPHENOL : APPLICATIONS 
Specificity Application References 
1. Bacteriacide Leather, oils, paints, 
rubber etc. 
Bevenue and Beckman 
(1967) 
2. Fungicide Cellulosic products, soy souce 
Starch, adhesive, rug shampo. 
Wood protectant. 
Bevenue and Beckman 
(1967) 
3. Herbicide Pre-harvest defoliation 
and desiccation o1 cotton. 
Bevenue and Beckman 
(1967) 
4 Weedicide In agriculture and Industries 
5. Slimicide Paper Industries lARC 
(1986) 
6. Aigacide In rice paddy field Uede et al.(1962) 
7. Insecticide In agriculture: Pineapple 
and sugarcane fields. 
In home to control termites 
in pasture land 
Gordon 
(1956) 
Carswell and Nason 
(1938) 
Grigsby and Farweil 
(1950) 
8. Moiiuscicide Against snail as vector 
of Schistosomiasis 
Carswell and Hatfield 
(1939) 
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BOX : 3 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF PCP IN JAPAN (1958 - 1973) 
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S E C T I O N 
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PRELIMINARY STUDIES : MEDIAN LETHAL DOSE (LD^o) AND 
RELATED EFFECTS 
Pollution and its effects constitute one of man's greatest crimes against 
himself. The extent of despoilment in rendering waters unfit for human consump-
tion and unsuitable for aquatic life and other important uses is particularly alarming 
near large centres of pollution. The chemicals produced by and for modern 
industries pose the greatest danger of all: study on toxic effects was therefore, a 
natural outcome. 
Over the past twenty years, toxicology has provided the primary source of data 
on health aspects and for chemical safety evaluation on existing and new products, 
or else many potentially hazardous chemicals would have been identified only 
through human experience. Accidental exposure to warfare chemicals or for that 
matter any chemical has provided significant data to toxicologists. Approved experi-
mentation on the terminally ill has also played an important role in developing basic 
information regarding expression to toxic phenomena in humans. While important 
data have been obtained in such instances, these do not constitute an acceptable 
means for the evaluation of new chemicals prior to their introduction into the 
environment. Further, toxicity lelvels are important to be calculated as a prerequi-
site to determine sublethal doses, more so in the absence of LDgg values in 
literature. This is all the more important for observation and evaluation of genetic 
and biochemical effects of new candidate compounds such as PCP. 
Various combinations of chemical, physical and biological means are available 
to detect and measure the pollution: identification and mensuration of which 
involves testing and selection of index organisms. The occurrence of sudden large 
mortalities is often a tardy clue. The basic ecological concept of Shelford's 'law' of 
tolerance ( Box:l.1) Is important to consider: It says; every species has an optimal 
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range for each environmental factor and when the upper or lower tolerance limit is 
exceeded to the organisms, dies. It is therefore, important that the test organism 
for such studies should be the one which is exposed to various dilutions of 
presumed pollutant in order to determine the limit of tolerance and lethality. By this 
reckoning though a wide array of animals ranging from bacteria to human have been 
put to test^fish as a model have however, rarely been used. 
Aquatic pollution due to industrial, agricultural, public health and other prac-
tices has necessiated the need for monitoring genotoxic agents in various water 
bodies. As most of the chemicals used terrestrially end up ultimately in aquatic 
system, fish and other aquatic organisms are affected most. These therefore, 
should properly be examined for possible genetic damages. Fish undoubtedly 
could serve as the model for detecting the genotoxic agents in aquatic environment 
(Manna, 1984; Manna and Mukherjee, 1989; Manna and Sadhukhan, 1992). Hence 
the choice of H. fossilis ior the present study is quite relevent in this context. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
(A) Collection, disinfection and acclimatization of fish : 
More than twenty kilograms of healthy H. fossilis (Weighing 40-50 gms and 16-
20 cms in length) were collected from the local ponds having unpolluted record. 
As a prophylactic measure fish were bathed thrice in 0.01% KMnO^ solution for 
about 30 mins at an interval of 24 hrs. Stocking was done in polypropylene troughs 
containing 100 litres of water in wet lab. The population density was maintained at 
ten individuals per 100 litres of water. During 45 days of acclimatization fish were 
supplied with minced calf-liver twice a day ad libitum. 
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Other environmental factors important for maintaining the stock, were also 
taken care of (Michael, 1984). The water temperature was closely monitored and 
maintained at 20-24°C. This minimized thermal shock. Likewise the concentration 
of dissolved oxygen was maintained above 5ppm by aerating the water frequently. 
Troughs were kept at a place with sufficient light; other details have been shown 
in box 1.2. 
(B) Administration, Working solution and LDg,, determination 
Even as not conclusively established, intra-peritoneal (I.P.) route is generally 
considered to be more effective than post-oral (P.O.) route. The dose is most often 
equated with exposure which employs environmental concentration surrounding 
the test organism. Hayashi et al. (1989) observed interaction of a test chemical 
with the factors such as decomposition, absorption and metabolism etc. are 
necessary to evaluate the safety of the chemical under natural conditions. There-
fore, P.O. gavage could be the first priority as the choice of administration route. 
Thus P.O. method was adopted in the present study for various concentrations of 
PCP. 
Fixed concentrations of PCP in the rank of 0.05 - 0.65 ppm were prepared in 
300 ml methanol for three replicates in each set of experiment. For 0.1% alcoholic 
water 100 ml alcoholic PCP solution for 100 litres of water per replicate was used. 
Other details have been shown in Table 1.1 with exact amount of PCP. 
To determine LDgg, three hourly observations were made upto 72 hrs. This is as 
per the standard method of toxicity analysis by Szabad et al. (1983). Mortality thus 
observed was recorded and used for calculating median lethal dose. The concen-
tration at which 50% of the test animals survived, till and beyond 72 hrs, was 
determined by taking the average of three replicates of relevant concentrations. 
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Throughout the experiment no food was offered. Dead individuals were re-
moved as soon as noticed. Changes in behaviour of fish and sign of stress were also 
carefully observed. 
Above observations were made in three distinct batches on previously 
acclimatised fish (10 fish/conc./replicate). Other details are as follows: 
Batch 1 : Administered with PCP in the rank of 0.05 - 0.65 ppm in 0.1% alcoholic 
solution (treated group). 
Batch 2: Administered with 0.1 % methanol without PCP (solvent control group, 
S.C.). 
Batch 3: Administered with normal water only (normal control group, N.C.). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
(A) Determination of median lethal dose (LDgJ: 
Observations relating to mortality consequence to exposure to various concen-
trations of PCP in the rank of 0.05 to 0.65 ppm were made and recorded taking all 
precautions. The survival and mortality distribution were utilized in LD^q studies. 
These results have been summarized in table.1.2. At and below 0.25 ppm no 
mortality could be noticed. Sporadic mortality started at 0.30 ppm and between 0.45 
and 0.50 ppm nearly 50% of fish perished within 72 hrs. In all the three replicates 
of each of these concentration 50% or nearly 50% mortality occurred within 72 hrs. 
From the d o s e - mortality curve prepared after Szabad et al. (1983), it was esti-
mated that 50% of the fish survived the treatments at concentration of 0.48 ppm 
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of PCP (Fig 1.1). A trend of decreasing survival with increase in concentration was 
very evident. 
PCP as also 2,4-D is so widely distributed tfiat several authors studied its 
toxicity effects on various fish (Tomiyama and Kawabe, 1962; Brodie and Maickel, 
1962). Similar studies were also undertaken on rat (Kimbrough and Linder, 1978, 
Renneretal. , 1987), on cattle and swine (Walters, 1952,) and on human beings as 
well (Ahlborg and Thunberg, 1980). During one such programme on PCP, IPCS 
(1987) observed: Toxicity depends on the rate of renal clearance in a particular 
organism. PCP is readily absorbed through all membranes including skin though it 
is not distributed to any large extent into tissues; the highest concentrations were 
measured in liver and kidney. In fresh water fish, particularly in H. fossilis , influx 
of water through semipermeable body surface and oral lining leads to water load 
and the fish osmoregulate eliminating copious amount of water in urine. This 
ensure rapid renal clearance of wastes and toxic substances. No precise study has 
so far been undertaken to assess the rate of clearance of this compound in H. 
fossilis. However, marked individual variations in absorption and excretion of PCP 
cannot be ruled out. 
As for the differential toxicity of PCP to fish is concerned not much is known. 
However, in rats and mice for all possible application -oral, dermal, sub-cutaneous 
or intraperitoneal - LD^q values vary by a factor of 2; this again shows the easy 
absorption of PCP through any kind of membrane. LDg^ values for PCP in oral 
treatment vary enormously. In mouse, it is 129 mg/kg (Renner et al.,.1986); in rat, 
50 mg/kg; in hamster and rabbit it is 168 and 328 mg/kg (RTECS, 1980). Likewise 
severe toxic effects have been studied for some other chemical products in rats 
(Kimbrough and Linder, 1978). The oral lethal dose for man has been estimated to 
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be 29 mg/kg (Ahlborg and Thunberg, 1980), this high acute toxicity has led to a 
number of fatal poisoning incidents (IPCS, 1987). 
(B) Toxic stress and symptoms : 
Recording toxicity sign is often an aid in the evaluation of the results, since it 
gives another parameter to the toxicity of the compound. Unusual findings at fish 
necropsy were recorded carefully throughout this study; some of them are dis-
cussed here: 
Experimental fish, exposed to sub-lethal doses (0.05-0.25 ppm) show adverse 
effects some of them being: restlessness, swimming at the surface, vigorous 
jerking of body, loss of balance, myotonia and anorexia. Concentrations between 
0.30 -0.65 ppm which are lethal, include in addition to the symptoms described 
earlier, tremors and coma with death. 
As chlorinated phenol in general and PCP in particular are noted for exhibiting 
strong biological effects, a clinical manifestation of this property is therefore very 
rapid. Onset of rigor mortis of PCP poisoning, is hence very quick. Symptoms of 
severe poisoning in the present findings were depression, weakness, death 
without struggle. Congestion, edema and haemorrhages of the viscera were found 
at necropsy. 
Another important toxic effect confirmed and also reported earlier is the 
reduction of hemoglobin content, in the hematocrit and in the number of erythro-
cytes. Renner et al. (1987) reported that liver is the main target organ with slight 
enlargement of hepatocytes. This may translate into a small increase in the relative 
liver weight of treated rats. Acute intoxication of PCP in rats and mice leads to an 
increase in respiratory rate and a marked increase in the body temperature; 
tremors, convulsions and asphyxial spasm are also observed (IPCS, 1987). It is so 
toxic that non-occupationally exposed persons living in homes where PCP had been 
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used for wood protection, many unusual symptoms could be observed (Janssens 
and Schepens, 1984). 
Direct effect of pollution on fish life could be either catastrophic or gradual 
depending on the amount and kind of undesirable effluent in relation to the quantity 
of the recipient water mass. Many studies using almost all possible pollutants have 
been undertaken. Some substances when absorbed directly are toxic to fish even 
in small quantities; certain derivatives of crude oil and ammonium compounds are 
of this nature. Commercial pollutants, however, need not be absorbed but act 
primarily by damaging the gill filaments (Doudoroff and Katz; 1950). The filaments 
may actually be eroded or they may become clogged by having the desecrating 
substance causing oversecretion of mucous (Lagler, 1982). Certain other poisons 
need to be swallowed by fish to damage the internal organs: This may be at once 
when absorbed; whereas others, such as arsenic and selenium are stored up by the 
fish until the accumulation becomes injurious; still others irritate the surface of fish 
and bring on secondary infections of bacteria or mold (Doudoroff and katz, 1953). 
Conclusively stress and symptoms of poisoning are important clues as to the extent 
of the toxic effect of any chemical. 
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TBALE.1.1 
DOSE SCHEDULE OF PENTACHLOROPHENOL (PCP) SELECTIVELY 
USED FOR VARIOUS TOXICITY TESTS IN Heteropneustes fossilis. 
SI.No. Concentration Methanol Amount of 
(ppm) (ml) PCP(mg) 
1. 0 .05 300 15 
2. 0 . 1 0 300 30 
3. 0 .15 300 45 
4. 0 .20 300 60 
5. 0 .25 300 75 
6. 0 .30 300 90 
7. 0 .35 300 105 
8. 0 .40 300 120 
9. 0 .45 300 135 
10. 0 .50 300 150 
11. 0 .55 300 165 
12. 0 .60 300 180 
13. 0 .65 300 195 
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TABLE .1.2 
P E N T A C H L O R O P H E N O L ( P C P ) R E L A T E D DOSE D E P E N D E N T 
MORTALITY IN Heteropneusts fossilis 
SI.No. Concentration 
(ppm) 
Numer 
1st rep. 
of survivina 
2nd rep. 
fish 
Srd rep. 
Average %age of 
surviving fish 
1. N.C. 10 10 10 100 
2. S.C. 10 10 10 100 
3. 0.05 10 10 10 100 
4. 0.10 10 10 10 100 
5. 0.15 10 . 10 10 100 
6. 0.20 10 10 10 100 
7. 0.25 10 10 10 100 
8. 0.30 9 10 10 96.66 
9. 0.35 10 8 9 90.00 
10. 0.40 9 8 8 83.33 
11. 0.45 6 5 6 56.66 
12. 0.50 5 5 4 46.66 
13. 0.55 3 4 4 36.66 
14. 0.60 NIL NIL NIL NIL 
15. 0.65 NIL NIL NIL NIL 
N.C.: Normal Control; S.C.: Solvent control. 
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(0.48 ppm) 
0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 
Concentrauon (ppm) 
•iu. I.l. LD deiennination by dose moriaUtv curve of 
50 
pentachJorophenol (PCP)in Heteropneustes fossilis. 
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BOX : 1.1 
SHELFORD'S ' L A W OF TOLERANCE 
Fundamentals of 
ecology 
logene P. Odum 
Alumiii FuundaUoii Krolwiyi ul 
Uni\rnit\ of Ci-oigia 
Mvwe'd T Odui^  rvena fUcc NucWCmi* 
SECOND [DITION 
W. B. Saunders Company 
PhJadcIpKu arJ l^ntioQ 
Zinc in the soil would be less limiting to plants in the sliade than 
under l i e same conditions ui sunlight 
2. Shelford's " l o w " of loleronte 
Statement 
Yhe presence and success of m organism depend upon the com-
pleteness of a complex of conditions Absence or failure of an 
organism can be controlled b \ the qxialilative or quanti tat i \e de-
ficiency or excess with respect lo an) one of wiera l factors which 
may approach the limits of tolerance for ihat organism 
Exptonahen 
Not onl) ma V tpo little of something be a limiting factor, as pro-
posed b) Liebig, but also too much, as in the cose of such factors 
as heat, Lght, and water Thus, orgjnisms haxe an ecological nimi-
mum and maiimum, with a raiijjc m heluccn which represents 
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BOX : 1.2 
FORMAT AND REPORT OF TOXICITY ANALYSIS. 
r R E 5 H \ \ r A T E R 
FISHERY BIOLOGY 
POLLUTION 209 
K A R L F. L A G L E R 
Profeuor of Fukeriu ani] of Zoolojy, 
«nJ CLurmwi. Department of Fiikeno. 
Univeriity of Mickigan 
10 10 JO 40 »T50 
CONCCNrKATIOr - ntRTS rCK HILIION R». 65. TOLERATION OF POLLUTANTS BY HSH Eitmution ol 
tb« meu tolomnce limit (TLm) by stru^ t-Lme intcrpoiibon. The TLaa in this mmpU u a ooocentntiaa of 47 ppm Crnm Hjrt et xL, 
REPORT OF TOXICITY ANALYSIS 
Substance investigated 
Purposeof investigation 
Name ot organism 
Collection area 
Body weigh (Range) 
Body length (Range) 
Exp^nmental Terrperature Oxygen Content 
Rernartts 
Indvjstnat pollutants PentachtloropnenoUPCPi 
Cenotoxicity artalysis 
Common Singhi Scientific Heleropneusles tossilis (Btach) 
Different ponds of District Aligarh 
SOgms 
16-20cms 2M4C 
>Sppm 
Three replicates of lOfishes in eacn experiment 
Test RestJts 
ScconJ EJittoD 
W M . C . B R O W N C O M P A N Y P U B U S H E R 
OutouQu* Iowa 
TLjn 1 Temperature CoDceotratjon of j Number Test Solution ' Survtviim 
P e r c e a t i n 
Sorvntal 
24-hr. TLm 
4»-hr TLm 
9&.hr. TLm 
1 
1 
i 
S E C T I O N 
H i s t o p a t h o l o g i o a l 
O h a n g e s o f O e r n n i n a l 
E p i t h e l i u n n C L i g h t a n d 
E l o o t r o n I V I i o r o s o o i o y ) 
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HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF GERMINAL EPITHELIUM 
(LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY) 
The contamination of water resources by pesticides is a matter of grave 
concern and warrants testing of reproductive physiology in animals and particularly 
in fish, as gonads perform duel functions of producing germ cells and steroid 
hormones. In-yivo testing of the germinal tissues provides an important evidence 
for the accessibility of the test chemical to the reproductive organs and the 
possibility of its transmission to the future generations (Cohen and Hirschhorn, 
1971). The fundamental concern in assessing mutagenesis is the risk of genetic 
effects in future generations. 
Many toxic substances are known to suppress gonadal growth (Kocan and 
Landolt, 1989), steroidogenesis (Freeman and Idler, 1975; Singh and Singh, 1987) 
and lipid metabolism (La! and Singh, 1987; Singh and Singh, 1992a). PGP toxicity 
on gonadal activity particularly in fish has however not been attempted. The present 
study is an endavour in this direction where efforts have been made to explore the 
effect of sublethal concentrations of this herbicide on ovarian and testicular 
recrudescence in H. fossilis. 
Light microscopic and transmission electron microscopic (TEM) examinations 
were therefore, carried out to discern fine structural abnormalities of gonads. The 
inhibition of gonadal growth using gonado somatic index (GSI) was also elaborately 
studied. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
(A) Preparation of working solution and treatment procedure: 
Gradual sub-lethal doses of PCP (0.05 - 0.40 ppm) were prepared in polypro-
pylene troughs containing 100 litres of underground water. Details of concentra-
tions have been shown in table 1-1. Generally for 0.1% alcoholic-water, 100 nnl 
alcoholic PCP solution in 100 litres of water medium per replicate was used. Three 
replicates for each concentration were considered. 
Testes and overies were dissected out from all the fish separately as also from 
control group for 48, 72 and 96 hrs of medium treatment. 
(B) Light microscopic preparation: 
Basic size and shape of stained cells and the presence of nuclei and nucleoli 
by light microscope were studied carefully. The procedure described by McManus 
and Mowry (1960) were followed with slight modifications. Details of tissue process-
ing and slide preparation are as below: 
(1) Processing and fixation of material: 
i. Dissection of testes and ovaries (measuring about O.Scm) were made in 
physiological saline having 0.75% NaCI solution. 
ii. The tissues were immersed immediately in aqueous Bouin's fixative for 
24 hrs. 
(2) Washing and dehydration: 
Following four or five changes in distilled water, dehydration in upgrades of 
alcohols (30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and absolute) was done, each for approximately 
30 mins. 
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(3) Cleaning: 
The cleaning was done in a mixture of absolute alcohol and methyl benzoate in 
1:1 ratio. 
(4) Pre-embedding: 
Three changes of benzene was given, each for 20-25 mins. This ensured 
complete removal of methyl benzoate. 
(5) Paraffin infiltration and embedding: 
Tissues were taken out from benzene and placed directly in porcelin cups pre-
filled with filtered molten wax in incubator at 62°C for 45 mins. 
(6) Block making and orientation: 
Molten filtered wax was poured into the rectangular cavity (L moulds) to 4/5th 
* 
of the height. Tissues were taken out from the cups and were transferred 
gently in the cavities. 
(7) Trimming of the block: 
Wax blocks were trimmed to appropriate size with scalpel and excess wax was 
removed. 
(8) Mounting of block on the block holder: 
After melting the wax (placed on the block holder) the trimmed blocks were fixed 
and mounted immediately on rotary microtome for section cutting. 
(9) Cutting of sections: 
Paraffin sections (5[jm) were cut in transverse plane. 
(10) Affixing and processing the sections: 
Two ribbons of about 1" long were affixed on prealbuminized slides. The section 
were spread by placing on heat box to remove wrinkles. 
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(11) Staining of microtomy slides: 
Staining was achieved by YSI-106 Yorco Automatic Staining Machine having 
12 station using Culling (1974) method. Important steps of staining are: 
Slides containing paraffin section were immersed in xylene to remove the 
paraffin by two changes of 15 and 5 mins respectively. The slides were later treated 
in low grades of alcohol (Absolute, 90%,70%,50%,30% and distilled water), with 5-
lOmins in each. Theslides were immersed in haematoxylin (delafied) for3-5 mins. 
After washing in distilled water the slides were then passed through up-grades of 
alcohol upto 90%; 5-10 mins in each grade. Following the partial dehydration upto 
90% alcohol the slides were immersed in 1 % eosine dissolved in 90% alcohol for 10 
mins. For the complete dehydration the slides were then passed through 2 changes 
of 5 mins each in absolute alcohol. The cleaning of the slides was done by 
immersing in xylene for 15 mins followed by DPX mounting. For absolute drying the 
slides were kept in incubator at 60°C for overnight. 
(C) Photomicrography: 
Selected slides displaying various structural abnormalities were photographed 
using Automatic Erogval Photomicrography equipment fitted with a camera (Mirax 
Labrec), loaded with documentary film (AGFA, COPEX, PAN A.H.U., DS-2158, 
Belgium made). 
(D) Transmission Electron Microscopic (TEM) preparation: 
Standard procedure described by Culling et al. (1985) and Hayat (1970) was 
followed; various steps are as follows: 
(1) Fixation: 
After dissecting properly, small pieces of testes and ovaries (Imm^) were 
immediately placed for fixation in 2.5% gluteraldehyde at 4°C for 6 hrs. 
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(2) Post fixation: 
The tissues were transferred to 1 % osmium tetraoxide (pH:7.3) for 4 hrs. at 4 'C. 
It was followed by washing in distilled water to remove excess fixative. 
(3) Dehydration: 
It was carried out using acetone for 10-15 mins. 
(4) Embedding and block making: 
In order to obtain the thin sections (50 nm), tissues were embedded in epoxy 
resins (a mixture of resin, hardener, accelerator and plasticizer in equal ratio) 
for 1 hr. at 50°C. The embedded blocks were blocked out by transferring the 
blocks from the resin using a swab stick to suitable capsule (gelatin or polythene) 
containing approximately 0.5 ml of fresh resin. The capsules were placed in 
incubator at 60°C for 24 hrs. for polymerization. 
(5) Ultramicrotomy: 
With the knife and resin embedded block affixed to the ultramicrotome, the 
surface was trimmed to expose the tissue. Im i t i thick section were cut and 
transferred onto a drop of water on a pre-cleaned slide. The water was allowed 
to dry on a hot plate so as to flatten the section. These were later stained with 
1% toluidine blue in 1% borax on the hot plate for 30 sec. Excess stain was 
washed off with distilled water and the sections were checked under a light 
microscope to for the presence of the required cells. After identifying the 
suitable area, the blocks were shaped onto a flat topped pyramid of approxi-
mately 0.2 - 0.3 mm^ and rough trimming and cutting was carried out using a 
single edged razor blade. 
For sectioning indeginously prepared reservoir, filled with distilled water 
(dust free) was used to flat out the sections and subsequently transferred to 
grease free metal grids. Sections appearing silver to pale gold color were 
generally found suitable for thickness in TEM. 
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(6) Staining: 
The grids having section (up side down) were placed onto a drop of filtered 
saturated uranyl acetate in 50% alcohol. Staining was allowed to continue for 
20 mins. then washed in distilled water and the grids were dried and transferred 
in lead citrate for staining for 15 mins. 
At the end, grids were finally rinsed in 0.01 N NaOH, washed in distilled 
water, dried and stored in a container prior to examination in the transmission 
electron microscope. 
(E) Photomicrography: 
Various histopathological abnormalities were photographed by Electron 
Microscope EM 300 (Philips, Holland) fitted with automatic photomicrography 
equipment using 35 mm, panchromatic miniature film (Fortepan, 160 ASA/23 
DIN°). 
(F) Gonado somatic index (GSI) Study: 
Gonado somatic index (GSI) is the percentage of the ratio of total gonads and 
body weight. The experiment commenced in the first week of February when the 
ovaries are in the resting phase of the ovarian cycle. Body weight and the weight of 
dissected gonads (testes and ovaries) from treated and normal individuals were 
recorded carefully. 
The GSI was calculated in percentage as: 
Total weight of gonads 
GSI = xlOO 
Body weight of fish 
The't ' test was applied to find statistical relation between treated and control 
groups. Three distinct sub-groups comprising 48, 72 and 96 hrs. were considered 
for making comparison between and among these subgroups. 
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OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION 
It is generally observed that the exposure of H. fossilis to PCP produced 
several deleterious effects in germ cells of testes and ovaries. 
(A) Histological changes in testes: 
The testes in experimentally exposed forms were usually found to be in recru-
descence stage. Apparently the effect of PCP on the kinetics of spermatogenesis 
varied in a concentration and duration dependent manner. This is in contrast to the 
progressive spermatogenesis and formation of sperm noticed in the testes of the 
controls. The common abnormalities found have been shown in Plate II. 1 .A to C. 
To understand histopathological changes, the spermatogenic activity as de-
scribed by Andersson et al.(1988) could briefly be mentioned. These stages are: 
- Quiescent spermatogenesis; where the lobules contain only spermato 
zoa and a few primary spermatogonia. 
- Weak spermatogenesis; Where in moderate number of spermatogonia and/ 
or spermatocytes and spermatids are present in the lobules and, 
- Active spermatogenesis; in which large number of spermatogonia and/or 
spermatocytes and spermatids are observed. Important histological 
abnormalities seen in the light of above stages are as under: 
Leydig cells were enormously affected. There was no regeneration them. 
Interstitial cells were involuted and found in groups at the intertubular junction 
(Platell.1 .B). Abnormal Leydig cells suffered minor hypertrophy with moderate to 
complete pycnosis.ln contrast normal Leydig cells showed the signs of activity 
without being involuted (Plate II.1.B&C.). 
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The effect of PCP was spectacular on progressive spermatogenesis. In normal 
testes the spermatogenic activity showed actively proliferating cysts. In experimen-
tal groups secondary spermatogonia mostly fill the tubular lumen and the tubules 
contain spermatids; spermatozoa being very sparce (Plate II.1.B&C). 
TEM observations showed the presence of all types of developmental stages 
of spermatogenesis; spermatogonia, spermatids and spermatozoa were fre-
quently found (Plate II.2.A). Each cyst was normally surrounded by an intact layer 
of cells, made up of squamous epithelium lining, known as cyst-epithelium. The 
o 
entire epithelium rested on an intact, continuous basal lamina of about 1000 A 
thickness (Plate 11.2. B). The primordial germ cells distinguished the same features 
as in primary spermatogonia such as rough endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria 
with lamellar cristae, free ribosomes-ail showing normal distribution and a promi-
nent spherical nucleus (Plate 11.2. C). Sertoli cells were however, showed protru-
sions extended in the lumen of the seminiferous tubules (Plate 11.2.D). 
There are numerous reports of histopathological changes of testes in higher 
vertebrates and relatively few in fish, discussing different types of testicular abnor-
malities related to pesticide toxicity. In one such study the catfish treated with 
mercuric chloride show the seminiferous tubules smaller in size and the Leydig cells 
typically pycnotic like the present (Kirubagaran and Joy, 1992). It is now well 
established that in many teleosts the germ cells occur in cysts (James, 1956; 
Henderson, 1962), and in them germ cells develop synchronously (DeVlaming, 
1972 and Davis, 1977). Mercuric chloride changes this kinetics. Thus only second-
ary spermatogonia filled the tubular lumen and involuted interstitial cells were 
commonly seen in C. punctatus (Ram and Sathyanesan, 1983). 
Kirubagaran and Joy (1988), investigated hormonal changes in addition to 
histopathological ones. They found steroidogenic changes in the testes of several 
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teleosts including the catfish. Further, progressive changes such as hyperactivity 
and pycnosis was observed in addition to above. These cellular alterations reflect 
adversely on the steroidogenic potential of cells. 
Though there is no report on PCP being used in fish, it has however been tested 
in mouse for its mutagenic and other testicular toxicities using sperm count and 
testicular weight. Inspite of broad range tested, the negative results are surprising 
and perhaps need confirmation. Regardless of their potential action, sublethal 
quantities of pesticide produced no alteration in the assessed parameters in mice 
(Osterloh et al., 1983). On the other hand male rat exposed to dibromochloropropane 
(DBCP) showed severe atrophy of seminiferous tubules with decreased sperm 
count and abnormal sperm (Torkelson et al. 1961). Theoretically it could produce a 
wide range of testicular toxicity through mutational, hormonal and metabolic ef-
fects. 
(B) Histological changes in ovaries: 
A histological examination of PCP affected individuals revealed the commonly 
encountered deleterious effects such as severe damage to the peritoneal lining, 
vacuolation of cytoplasm in immature oocytes, damage to the yolk vesicle in 
maturing oocytes, disintegration of cortical alveoli and yolk globules in mature 
oocytes. In general PCP inflict serious injuries to the ovarian cells without actually 
being unique. 
The wall in the normal ovary is fairly thick during the non-breeding season, 
gradually turning thin and highly vascular during the spawning period. It consists of 
three layer: outermost thin peritoneum, middle one thick tunica albuginea made up 
of connective tissues, muscle fibres and blood capillaries and the innermost layer 
called germinal epithelium which projects into the ovocoel in the form of lamellae. 
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These ovigerous lamellae are the seat for the development of oocytes and are 
visible in different stages of development. 
Ovarian wall was readily affected on exposure to PCP. It produced rupture and 
disintegration. In some case these effects were extended to the oocytes walls also, 
where cortical alveoli and yolk globules suffer disintegration and maximum damage. 
The size of oocyte was unchanged though, atretic oocyte were also seen. Thus 
some PCP treated ovaries exhibit reduction of ooplasm leading to the formation of 
atypical oocytes (Plate II.3.B.). 
As expected the cytoplasm and nucleus were found to be very sensitive to the 
exposure of PCP leading to conspicuous changes in both. In some cases the 
cytoplasm of oocytes was liquefied resulting in empty spaces and even degener-
ated in extreme cases. In addition, granulosa layer became hypertrophied and 
evident thickening appeared in them, phagocytosed remnants of oocyte cytoplas-
mic material were also clear (Plate II.3.D.). 
in control specimens nucleus and cytoplasm of oocyte show homogenicity 
devoid of any vacuoles. Affected cells were frequently observed with a prominent 
vacuolation in the nuclear extrusions(Plate II.3.A.). In addition nucleoli appeared 
with a crater-like depression on one side and a spherical vacuole in the middle, while 
some of the vacuolated nucleoli undergo blebbing. As a serious consequent the 
entire nucleolus was degenerated resulting in a large vacuole. In others perinucleolar 
stage,oocyte was characertized by the peripheral relocation of numerous nuclei by 
the more prominent condensation of chromatin material in the nucleus (Plate 
II.3.C.). The degeneration changes were also noticed in the outer zone of the yolk 
nucleus which were subsequently resorbed. 
Electron microscopic structure of oocyte nucleus showed smooth to irregular 
nature, with dense clumps of heterochromatin aligned along the inner nuclear 
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membrane. It also has the tendency of showing vacuolation frequently. Nucleolus 
was usually ecentrically located, adjacent to heterochromatin (Plate II.4.A.). 
Interstitial cells from treated series differed ultrasturally from the normal. The 
mitochondria were enlarged and packed with tubular cristae, while some became 
attenuated and gave the appearance characteristic of biogenesis. Other forms 
observed were of cup-shaped or annular. Their close proximity to lipid droplets or 
smooth endoplasmic reticulum was also seen in many cases. When annular 
mitochondria were observed closely they were occassionally found to surround 
the endoplasmic reticulum - lipid droplet complex. Beside, numerous large and 
electron lucent lipid droplets with a tendency of fusion were observed (Plate 11.4. 
B & C ) . 
Cameron (1964) suggested that vacuolatin indicated the onset of cytological 
changes and the flux of electrolytes through the plasma membrane is greatly 
affected. Though vacuolation of the nucleus and its ultimate atrophy are not 
explained, even if recorded by pathologist, it require cytological explanation based 
on nuclear ultrastructure. Textile mill effluents have been shown to cause nuclear 
extrusion in H. fossilis (Viswanath, 1968). 
BHC, a strong pesticide has shown to suppress the normal functioning of 
ovaries in H. fossilis (Singh and Singh, 1992a) while another study showed its 
mobilization to the ovary thereby affecting the normal hormonal function (Singh 
and Singh, 1992b). Similar investigation using MgClg, exhibited reduction of 
ooplasm leading to the formation of atypical oocytes. An increase in the occurrence 
of atretic oocytes and interfolicular spaces was also established (Bano and Hasan, 
1990). Mercury on the other hand is extremely effective even in low concentration, 
inhibiting ovarian recrudescence in fishes, no matter what form of mercury is used 
(Kirubagran and Joy, 1988). Rupturing of the ovigerous lamellae and increase of 
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fibrous layer of tunica albuginea and dilation of blood vessels are the other common 
abnormalities reported in these tissues (Kulshrestha and Arora, 1984; Harilal and 
Sahai, 1986). 
As for the chemical based effect on maturation of ovaries are concerned 
delaying was commonly observed (Crandall and Goodnight, 1962). Abortion in 
gambusia (Boyd, 1964), reduction in reproductive efficiency (Burdick et al., 1972) 
and decrease in the percentage of different stages of oocytes (Kulshrestha and 
Arora, 1984; Pandey and Shukia, 1985; Singh and Sahai, 1985) are other common 
effects. 
(C) Changes in gonado-somatic index (GSt): 
The normal pace of ovarian growth is uniterrputed in control fish. This was 
however, markedly altered in treated groups. The GSI increased with time in all 
treated and control fish as a seasonal variation. Present experiment, showed 
reduction in GSI. It has been demostrated in Fig. II.1&2. The apparent significant 
changes from P>0.10 to P>0.001 in subsequent exposures have been shown in 
table 11.1. 
In sub-group of 48 hrs. the GSI of testes decreased from 0.27 ± 0.06 to 0.16 
± 0.09; whereas, in ovaries, the GSI decreased from 1.21 ± 0.13 to 0.93 ± 0.12. 
These values are considerably low in comparison to controls (0.30 ± 0.03 and 1.35 
± 0.21 respectively). The trend was similar in 72 hrs. sub group: the GSI of testes 
recorded a decrease from 0.32 ± 0.07 to 0.22 ± 0.07 and 1.24 ± 0.11 to 1.07 ± 0.22 
in ovaries, the pattern was again similar in 96 hrs. group though corresponding 
values are higher than either of the two earlier sub-groups. 
The significant level (+) was calculated for all concentration in each sub-
groups. The values are usually significant for most concentration though variation 
in some cases of lower PCP doses were also seen. 
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Deleterious effects with respect to many pesticides and herbicides in fish have 
been widely reported (Kulshrestha and Arora, 1984; Singh and Sahai. 1985; Panday 
and Shukia, 1989). Inhibition of gametogenesis and steroid biosynthesis leading to 
gonadal regression in teleost by cadmium have been commonly seen (Sangalang 
and O' Hallooran, 1972, 1973; Sangalang and Freeman. 1974; Tafanelli and 
Summerfelt, 1975; Kime, 1984; Katti and Sathyanesan, 1985; Ram and 
Sathyanesan, 1986). 
. The results suggest that even very low concentration of PCP used in this study 
is capable of inhibiting ovarian recurdescence in fish. The toxicoiogical concern of 
this is compounded by the fact that PCP contamination of our environment is 
unabated as a result of its herbicidal activities. 
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TABLE.11.1 
ANALYSIS BY 't' TEST AND STANDARD DEVIATION SHOWING 
T H E G O N A D O S O M A T I C I N D E X ( G S I ) IN N O R M A L A N D 
P E N T H A C H O L O P H E N O L ( P C P ) T R E A T E D G O N A D S OF 
Heteropneustes fossilis. 
Exposure PCP GSI (Mean ± S.D.) 
(Hrs) (ppm) Testis Ovary 
N.C. 0 . 3 0 ± 0 . 0 3 1.35 ± 0 .21 
S.C. 0 . 2 7 ± 0 . 0 6 (-) 1.21 ± 0 . 1 3 (-) 
0.05 0 . 2 5 ± 0 . 0 4 (-) 1.19 ± 0 .21 {-) 
0.10 0 . 2 5 ± 0 . 0 9 (+++) 1.13 ± 0 . 1 7 (++) 
48 0.15 0 . 2 4 ± 0 . 0 4 (+++) 1.11 ± 0 . 1 9 (++) 
0.20 0 . 2 3 ± 0 . 0 3 (++++) 1.07 ± 0 . 1 1 (+++) 
0.25 0 . 2 2 ± 0 . 0 2 (++++) 1.06 ± 0 .22 (++) 
0.30 0 .21 ± 0 . 0 7 (+++) 1.05 ± 0 . 1 1 (+++) 
0.35 0 . 1 9 ± 0 . 0 8 {+++) 0.98 ± 0 .09 (++++) 
0.40 0 . 1 6 ± 0 . 0 9 (++++) 0.93 ± 0 . 1 2 (++++) 
N.C. 0 . 3 7 ± 0 . 0 7 1.38 ± 0 .24 
S.C. 0 . 3 2 ± 0 . 0 7 (-) 1 .24 ± 0 .11 (-) 
0.05 0 . 3 1 ± 0 . 0 9 (-) 1 .22 ± 0 .21 (-) 
0.10 0 . 2 9 ± 0 . 1 1 1.21 ± 0 . 1 9 (-) 
72 0.15 0 . 2 7 ± 0 . 1 1 1 .20 ± 0 . 2 2 ( - ) 
0.20 0 . 2 6 ± 0 . 1 3 (++) 1 .18 ± 0 . 2 3 (+) 
0.25 0 . 2 5 ± 0 . 1 0 (+-H-) 1 .13 ± 0 .20 (+++) 
0.30 0 . 2 4 ± 0 . 1 2 (++) 1.11 ± 0 .21 (++) 
0.35 0 . 2 4 ± 0 . 0 8 (+++) 1.09 ± 0 . 1 7 (+++) 
0.40 0 . 2 2 ± 0 . 0 7 (++++) 1 .07 ± 0 .22 (++) 
N.C. 0 . 4 4 ± 0 . 1 1 • 1.41 ± 0 .28 
S.C. 0 . 4 0 ± 0 . 1 0 (-) 1 .32 ± 0 . 2 2 (-) 
0.05 0 . 3 7 ± 0 . 1 1 1 .29 ± 0 . 1 9 (-) 
0.10 0 . 3 3 ± 0 . 0 9 (++) 1 .23 ± 0 .26 (-) 
96 0.15 0 . 3 3 ± 0 . 0 7 (++) 1 .23 ± 0 . 2 4 {-) 
0.20 0 . 3 2 ± 0 . 0 7 (++) 1 .18 ± 0 . 2 7 (+) 
0.25 0 .31 ± 0 . 0 4 (+-H-) 1.17 ± 0 . 2 2 (+) 
0.30 0 . 3 1 ± 0 . 0 9 (++++) 1 .16 ± 0 .22 (++) 
0.35 0 . 2 9 ± 0 .33 (++++) 1.11 ± 0 .21 (++) 
0.40 0 .28 ± 0 . 1 1 1.08 ± 0 . 2 7 (++) 
N.C.: Normal control: S.C.: Solvent Control; (+):P>0.10, (-H-):P> 0.05; {+++): 
P > 0 . 0 1 ; (++ -H- ) :P>0 .001 ; (-) : I n s i gn i f i can t . 
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Profiles of gonadosonialic index (GSI) of penlachlorophenol (PCP) 
exposed testes in IIctcropneu.'.tes fossihs. The diminishing trends 
with increasiag concentration are obvious. - Symbol: A = 4Hhrs; 
• =72hrs; O = %hrs; N.(;.:Normalaintrol;S.C:.:Solventcontrol. 
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I Profiles ofgonadosoiuati<;index(GSI)ofpeniachlorophenol (PCP) 
exposed ovaries in Heteropiieusiesfossilis. The diminishing trends 
with increasing concentration are obvious. - Symbol: A = 48hrs; 
• = 72hrs; O =96hn;;N.C.:Normaloonirol;S.C.:Solventcontrol. 
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PLATE .11.1. 
Transverse sections ol PCP exposed testes ofH.fossilis, stained in haematoxylin and eosine: 
A The arrested spemiatoconial stage (Sg); also visible spenii duct (Sd) predomi-
nantly distributed in stroma. X 150. 
B & C. Showing various stages of spermatogenesis: spemiatozoa (Sz), proliferating cysts 
(Cy), spermatids (St), pycnotic Leyding cells (PI) and Involuted interstitial cell 
(li). X675. 
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PLATE II .2. 
Electron micrographs of various histological ultrastructures of male eerminal epithelium 
(testes) in PCP exposed from of H.fossilis.: 
A. Predominantly distributed spermatogonia (spg), spennatids (St) and spermatozoa 
(Sz). X 5,8(K). 
s 
B. Showing the cysts with numerous|)ermatids (Sp), cyst epithelium (Arrowhead) 
and interstitial leydig cells (Ix). X 5,8(X). 
C. Showing the primordial germ cell with mitochondria (M) interpersed with 
distinct lamellar cristae, endoplasmic reticulum (Er), ribosomes (R) and 
lysomoes(Ly), X34,(KX). 
D. Showing the primordial germ cell (Pgc) with attached senolic cell (Sc) showing 
a prominent protrusion (Pr). X^8(X) 
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PLATE II.3 
Transverse sections of PCP exposed ovaries of H. fossilis, stained in haematoxylin and 
eosine: 
A Different stages of oocytes with characteristic large vacuoule in the nucleus 
(Nu). \ 2 5 0 
B 
C. 
Perinuclear oocytes with prominant atretic txKyte (Ao). X 250. 
Different stages of otxyte showing large vacuole in the nucleus (Nv), well 
developed yolk nucleus (Yn) and nucleolus (Nu), X 250. 
D. Hypertrophied granulosa layer (Gl) and liquified region in the cytoplasm (Arow 
head). X675. 
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PLATE 114. 
Electron micrograps of various histological ultrastructure of female germinal epithelium 
(Ovaries)in PCPexposed forms of H.fossilis.; X 17,5(X) 
A Showing a prominent nucleus (N) with large vacuoloation (Nv) and patches of 
heterochromatin (H). 
B. Showing interstitial cells with mitexihondria (M) lipid droplet (L) and plasmal-
emmata (arrow head). 
C. Showing interstitial cells with an elongated mitochondria (M) in the process of 
'pinching off cytoplasm; other mitixhondria (Am) having annular appcarance 
showing close association with lipid droplets. 
S E C T I O N 
ClastoQenic 
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CLASTOGENIC STUDIES 
The use of industrially produced chemicals has constantly increased since the 
second world war. Consequently, environmental pollution forced us to study the 
direct and indirect effect of the disposal of industrial and other wastes. Most of the 
chemicals used terrestrially end up finally in the aquatic system. It is aquatic 
organisms that are affected most and should therefore, be monitored for these 
subtle but genetically damaging changes. Efficiency of aquatic animals in bioassay 
to monitor water quality of effluents and surface water has already been shown 
(Brungs et al., 1977). 
Fish is an excellent material for monitoring cytogenetic effect of various envi-
ronmental and man-made mutagenic agents. Because of the close environment, 
these animals are persistently exposed to the pollutants carried by water. In an 
epidemiological studies on fish inhabiting polluted water system displayed higher 
incidence of neoplastic disorder than fish from non-polluted areas (Brown et al. 
1973; Stich and Acton, 1976). Research on the mutagenic effects of chemicals on 
genomes of fish has though been quite limited inspite of indiscriminate use of 
chemicals (Kligerman and Bloom, 1977). The development of genetic monitoring 
technique based on fish is highly warranted and offers the possibility of checking 
water pollution with fast response on low concentration of direct-acting toxicants. 
Results have been found to be very encouraging (Poels and Strik, 1975; Koeman et 
al., 1977 and Sloff, 1977). 
For the present study catfish H. fossilis has been used for the first time and 
found to be a valuable model organism for estimating the clastogenic effect of PCP. 
Beside, the fact that these specimen have good food value, economic, easily 
available throughout the year, inexpensive, easy to grow and handle and easily 
acclimated in laboratory conditions make it favourable material for mutagenic 
studies. 
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The agents, physical or chemical causing break or damaging the genetic 
apparatus are termed clastogens. Of the several testing protocols developed 
permitting evaluation of the genotoxic properties of various chemicals (Legator, 
1971 and DeSerres and Sheridan, 1973), determination of clastogenic effect is 
found to be an efficient, authentic and quick (Hooftman, 1981; Al-Sabti et al., 
1984). 
In this study two test protocols namely: Chromosome aberration (CA) and 
micronucleus test (MNT) - also a quick, efficient method are followed after Al-Sabti 
(1986). CA and MNT taken together form a very sensitive genetic assay for 
detecting clastogenic damages of PCP or for that matter any chemical. 
Medium treatment by PCP was given in groups: Each group (in all 12, each in 
triplicate) consisted of ten pre-acclimatized specimen. In addition to normal control 
and solvent control and eight groups exposed to sublethal doses (in the rank of 
0.05 to 0.40 ppm). The consecutive doses differed by 0.05 ppm. To estimate lowest 
(genetically) effective concentration (L.E.C.) in CA studies, two additional suble-
thal concentrations (0.01 and 0.03 ppm) of PCP were set. The exposed fish were 
sacrificed after 48, 72 and 96 hrs. of treatments for both CA and MNT studies. 
1. CHROMOSOME ABERRATION STUDY 
The sensitivity of this test, when fish are used as an experimental model, does 
not require the badly defined steps of concentrating those substances which are 
obligatory in analytic or/muta-testing procedure. These experiments which could 
give quantitative estimates of risk from exposure of fish to chromosome damaging 
agent (like PCP) would be a useful addition to screening tests designed to protect 
public health. Detailed procedure for this test is as follows: 
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MATERIALS AND METHOD 
In cytological preparation one often needs chromosome in the metaphase 
stage because of their compactness and defined morphology. There are a lot of 
established methods for preparation of metaphase chromosome from different 
haematopoietic tissues. Each of the procedures was optimized to obtain large 
number of well-spread metaphases, and was used regularly to assess the impact of 
PCP on the chromosome of H. fossilis. 
Two commonly employed techniques for direct in-vivo studies i.e. squashing 
techniques (Ojima et al., 1963; Robert, 1967; Bloom et al., 1972; Al-Sabti et 
al.,1983) and cell suspension or flame drying technique (McPhail and Jones, 1966; 
Gold, 1974; and Khuda-Bukhsh,1979) were mainly used in these studies. 
Tissues containing actively dividing cells having the source of metaphase 
chromosomes e.g. margins of caudal fin and gill epithelium, spleen, kidney, gonad, 
intestine and liver were tried and assessed for suitability. Kidney was found to be 
the most favourable organ. 
The weakness of these direct method lies in the low number of metaphases 
found. To overcome this problem chemicals activating cell proliferation of 
haematopietic organs like concavalin A (Banerjee, 1987), phytohaemagglutin (Hong 
et al.,1984), and cobalt chloride (Cucchi and Baruffaldi, 1990) were tried: CoClg 
method was found to be the suitable one for H. fossilis. Procedure followed is as 
under: 
The fish were, injected with 2 mg CoC\^^ 00 g body weight for 72 hrs. They were 
subsequently exposed to various concentrations of PCP as described in general 
protocol. The slides were prepared by the following two techniques. 
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Squashing technique: 
Fish were injected intraperitoneally with a freshly prepared colchicine solution 
( Img/ml HjO) at dosage 1 mg of colchicine per 100 g body weight. They were 
released in well aerated troughs. After 5 hours these were killed by pithing and the 
kidneys dissected out, teased apart and placed in 0.005 N KCI for 20 mins. The 
tissues were fixed in two changes of cold Carnoy's solution (1:3, glacial acetic acid: 
methanol) for 40 mins. 
One drop of the tissue suspension was then placed on a glass slide containing 
a drop of acetic-orcein stain. A cover-slip was applied over the macerated tissue 
and squashed under several layers of filter paper. 
The slides were transferred in acetic-ethanol to remove the cover-slip and 
dehydrated by 95% and absolute alcohol for 5-10 mins. each and mounted in DPX 
for permanent preparation. 
Flame-drying technique: 
After 5 hrs.of colchicine injection (similar treatment as described earlier), the 
fish were sacrificed by pithing and their kidnies disseced and washed with distilled 
water and kept in 0.075 M Kcl solution. The tissues thus treated were cut into small 
pieces, teased apart and minced properly in the same solution and left for 20 mins. 
on a serological water bath at 37 'C for hypotonic treatment. Cell suspension was 
centrifuged for 5 mins. at 1000 rpm. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet 
was fixed in two changes of cold, freshly prepared aceto-alcohol (3:1, methanol and 
acetic acid) with constant stirring and kept at room temperature for 30 mins. The 
suspension was centrifuged again. A few drops of aceto-alcohol were added to the 
pellet and the cell suspension was dropped carefully on pre-chilled slides and air or 
flame dried immediately. Air dried preparations were stained in 10%Giemsa (0.01 
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M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8) for 15 mins. All prepared slides were made permanent 
by cleaning in xylene for 10 mins, followed by mounting in D.P.X. Other details 
regarding experimental groups and duration of exposures are similar to common 
protocol. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Direct examination of only well dispersed and full complement chromosome 
spreads were scored and recorded. The predominant aberrations for all experi-
ments were classified as the chromatid (breaks) and chromosomes (acentrics, 
rings and gaps) types. Regardless of whether there was one or more aberration in 
one metaphase, it was counted as one aberrant metaphase. 
The frequency and spectrum of chromosomal aberration induced by PCP in 
kidney cells, have been summarized in Table III.1. Various types of abnormalities 
e.g. acentrics, rings, gaps, breaks and polyploidy observed are shown in plate III. 1. 
Graphical presentation of the distribution of various abnormal metaphases after 
48, 72 and 96 hrs. have been shown in Fig. III.1 & 2. 
The induction rate of OA in kidney cells showed a dose-response dependency. 
Frequency of abnormal metaphases in control group was very close to solvent 
control. From 0.01 to 0.03 ppm of exposures the results were again similar to either 
controls. In other replicates- 0.05 ppm to 0.40 ppm - a significant variation (at1% 
level) was observed. Lowest (genetically) effective concentration (LEG) i.e. the 
lowest concentration of a chemical mutagen which causes a significant increase of 
the mutation frequency above the control was determined as 0.05 ppm of PCP. This 
was done as per the standard set by Vogel and Leigh (1975). 
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There was further differential preferances at higher and lower concentrations. 
At higher doses (0.25 to 0.45 ppm) acentrics, rings, gaps, breaks and polyploidy 
were frequently observed. In polyploid cells chromosomes ranged from 60-112, 
while aneuploids with chromosomal complements between 60 to 63, were occa-
sionally visible. The most frequently observed CA were chromosome breaks. Some 
of the chromosome break occurred may have their broken ends rejoined in a 
process called restitution and therefore in all likelihood, its adverse effects on the 
cells observed is less compared to a situation where the break does not heal the 
end portions and remain as a detached chromosome fragments and therefore, 
appeared as chromosome fragments. 
There was a gradual increasing tendency of abnormal metaphase in a dose and 
exposure response manner. The distribution of aberrations, apparently random 
yet showdefinite pattern when seen closely (Fig.III.2). In 0.05 ppm the mean value 
of abnormalities was 5.22 ±0.72 which increased to 6.03 ± 0.76 and 7.74 ± 0.87 
when exposures are prolonged from 72 to 96hrs. The highest value (15.19 ± 1.53) 
was observed in 0.40 ppm (96 hrs). 
The genotoxic potential of various groups of insecticides and pesticides have 
generally been recorded in various insects and mammalian models (Grant, 1973). 
Even though not many studies have been made using this toxicant, these results 
were interesting when tried. There is reduction in hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) mutants when Chinese hamster V97 cells 
exposed to PCP (Jansson and Jansson, 1986). Reduction in mutant number is 
attributed to the cytotoxicity of PCP (Hattula and Knuutinen, 1985). Extensive 
testing in CHO cells for the induction of CA yielded somewhat ambiguous results, 
which however, summarized by Galloway et al. (1987) and McConnell (1989) as 
constituting a weakly positive response. Exposure of human lymphocytes at PCP 
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concentration of 90 Mg/ml and above induced a significant higher number of cells 
with CA. Here too, like the present findings, chromosome type damages were 
observed with significantly increased yield of dicentrics and acentrics (Bauchinger 
et al., 1982; Schmid et al., 1982). Alternately though Fahrigh (1978) reported a 
weak mutagenic effect in sport test with mice and incidently, PCP was active in the 
mutation system and in the intragenic recombination system of the MP-1 strain of 
S. cerevisiae. Results are thus not conclusive in these organisms. 
Similar studies in fish have been sparse or even lacking with special reference 
to PCP. There are, however, increasing reports of genotoxicity using other chemi-
cals on fish. Kligerman et al.(1975) established the genotoxicity of methyl 
methanesulfonate (MMS) at lower dose (5-103 pg/g body weight) and extended 
observation even on X-radiation (325R): the results were positive. In an another 
study by Hooftman (1981) ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) induced CA increased in 
N. rachowi. Other chemicals such as aroclor 1254, benzidine and benzo [a] pyrene 
also increased fragment induction and were more effective in doing so when 
compared with afflatoxin B1 and 20-methylcholanthene in various fish such as C. 
carpio (L), T. tinea and C. idella (Al-Sabti, 1985, 1986). Manna and Sadhukhan 
(1992) reported the mutagenic potential of anisole (methylphenylether) on O. 
mossambicus. The results based on genotoxicity are usually conclusive in fish 
models. 
Gaps and breaks were frequently observed in the present studies. Related to 
these abnormalities is the controversy in cytogenetic evaluation of the significance 
of gaps or lack of it in chromatids and/or chromosomes. Some investigators feel 
that identification of gap is extremely subjective and that they do not constitute true 
aberrations (Broger, 1982). 
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As observed in the present findings too, duration dependent genotoxicity could 
be the reasons including biochemical. Metabolic pathway for activation of potential 
genotoxicants is therefore, an important area. Some studies have covered this 
aspect. A study showed that the frequencies of CA, after 72 hrs. treatment with the 
same dose of a chemicals may be due to a different rate of metabolic activation of 
the kidney tissues. These differences in the frequencies of CA may also arise from 
the different duration of the mitotic cell cycle in some fish species (Al-Sabti, 1985). 
Recent investigations have clearly shown that fish have the enzymatic poten-
tial similar to that found in mammalian species, for converting promutagens into 
genetically active metabolites (Ahokas, 1979). The rate of xenobiotic metabolism 
by oxidative pathways are, however, usually slower in fresh water and marine fish 
than in mammals (James et al., 1977). 
To conclude in the words of Al-Sabti (1985): Clastogenic effects may lead to 
changes in the gene component of the fish, including the risk of their accumulation 
in fish organs which then become a serious danger for human health. CA in fish thus 
have been found to be a reliable evidence of the mutagenicity and could serve as 
relevant parameters for the assessment of genotoxic chemicals. 
2. MICRONUCLEUS TEST (MNT) 
The theoretical basis for micronucleus test is explained on the basis that 
broken chromosome or chromatid fragment may lag behind intact chromosomes 
during anaphase stage. In telophase when daughter nuclei are formed, the broken 
and lagging chromatin when not included in the main nucleus, result in the 
formation of micronuclei in the cytoplasm. Incidentally the frequency of cells 
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containing micronuclei following chemical treatment is indicative of clastogenic 
activity. Micronuclei in erythrocytes therefore, provide an indirect but efficient 
measure of chromosome injury following drug treatment (Terasima et al.,1970; 
Schmid, 1973; Matter and Grauwiler, 1974). 
Theappealof the micronucleus test is based upon its simplicity, ease of scoring 
and wide range of applicability. The disadvantages of chromosomal aberration 
analyses are that it is painstaking, karyotypes of all species are not ideal; mitotic 
frequency fluctuate considerably at different times and from tissue to tissue. It is 
time consuming, particularly when cold-water fish are used and have such a low 
mitotic activity that finding sufficient number of metaphases for scoring chromo-
some aberrations is a tedious job. CA tests with aquatic animals suffer from 
another limitation: the number of organisms of suitable karyotype are small. This is 
particularly true of H. fossilis. 
In recent years, fish have received special attention as possible monitors of 
environment. Various kinds of nuclear anomalies have been observed in peripheral 
erythrocytes of fish using different chemicals. X-rays and even living mutagens. 
Fish such as eastern mudminow {U.pygmaea) and tilapia (O. mossambicus) have 
found to be particularly good material for MNT (Hooftman and Raat, 1982; Manna, 
1989). Thus fish could satisfactorily be utilised in monitoring aquatic pollution. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Blood collection and smear formation: 
Slides were prepared after the technique of Khan et al. (1991). The site of 
incision (tail region) was first sterilized with a hot metal spatula and blood was drawn 
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from caudal vein after discarding first few drops. Uniform, thin film was drawn on 
precleaned slides taking all the necessary precautions. 
Staining: 
The four commonly available methods i.e. wright stain (Khan etal., 1991), May-
Gruenwald - Giemsa procedure (Schmid, 1975), Feulgen staining technique 
(Hooftman and Raat, 1982) and haematoxylin and eosine staining procedure 
(Pascoe and Gatehouse, 1986) were tried and optimized. However the last men-
tioned techrs\que v^as ^ ourid \o be more saUs^actovy. U has the m\cTor\ucle\ staged 
in blue-black shade and are readily distinguishable from cell inclusions resembling 
micronuclei, which remained unstained. It further allows the accurate elimination of 
artifacts. The salient features of staining are : 
Properly dried slides of blood film were fixed in methanol for 10 mins. and air-
dried. Smears were stained in filtered haematoxylin solution for 1 min. Slides were 
then washed and rinsed in Scotts tap water substitute until the colour of the 
nucleus changed from red to blue. After blueing process, the slides were stained 
in filtered blotted eosine solution for 12-15 sec. These were then rinsed in tap water 
and dehydrated through graded alcohols (from 30% to absolute alcohol) then 
cleared in xylene and mounted in DFX. 
Screening and microphotography: 
Well stained slides were screened by light microscope (Nikon) at 45 X objective 
and 15 X eye piece to spot out regions of suitable technical quality, where cells 
were uniformly spread and undamaged. Such regions were mostly found located in 
zones close to the end of the smear. The nuclei of the erythrocytes appeared dark 
pinkish purple in color. Selected slides displaying various structural abnormalities 
were photographed using Automatic Eragval Photomicrography Equipment fitted 
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with a camera (Mirax Labrec) loaded with Agfa, Copex - PAN, A.H.tJ. (DS-2158; 
Belgium made) document type film. 
Statistical analysis: 
Standard statistical methods were used for analysing incidence of micronuclei 
and measuring the area of affected erythrocytes, nucleus and micronucleus. 
Students't' test at 1 % level was designed to verify the significant difference of MN 
incidence between normal and exposed groups. 
Screening of Micronuclei by Computerized Image Analysis (CIA): 
The practical value of micronucleus assay for genotoxicity screening is greatly 
enhanced if reliably automated. It result in better counting statistics, more objec-
tive assessment for scoring micronuclei and provide important quantitative infor-
mation on micronucleus area and DNA content. For the present study CIA was 
used to observe and measure the perimeter of normal and affected erythrocytes, 
nucleus and micronuleus including its shape or circularity. 
Microcomputer video image analyzer (Leitz TAS. PLUS: German) fitted with 
automatic - focussing microscope having C-mount adapter for the video camera , 
was used to create required images. The shape and perimeter measurement was 
recorded in arbitrary dots unit of the analyzer and circularity of the micronulcleus 
was measured as the percentage,comparing a perfect circle. All measurements 
were made with an S-plan achromat objective of 40 X magnification. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Micronuclei test seen as a function of chromosome damage to the sensitivity of 
PCP on various sublethal doses and duration yielded interesting results. 
Number of micronuclei most often restricted to one or two, though cells 
occupying three or more micronuclei were found in occasional cases. Their position 
widely differed. It could remain lying close to the main nucleus or any place in the 
cytoplasm. It was easily be identified by its characteristic size and having the same 
staining intensity as that of nucleus. Variation of size and position were quite 
conspicuous. Morphological variations of micronucleus was quite interesting. It 
included from ring to crescent shaped and from normal to extra large sized. Nuclear 
segments other than micronuclei were also observed, more importantly irregular 
haematoxylene-positive structure in the cytoplasm. In addition, the nucleus 
occassionally lost its characeristic structure. Thus all possible variations of shape 
and size and dissolution of nuclear structure in extreme cases was observable 
(Plate III.2). 
Computerized image analysis of morphological variations on PCP exposed 
erythrocytes has been summarized in table III.3. Callisen et al.(1984) were the first 
to demonstrate the quantitation of nuclei and micronuclei using CIA. Later Fenech 
et al.(1988) modified differential staining technique that allowed the recognition by 
CIA relatively easier. A close observation of the present results on CIA suggested 
that a considerable to non-significant difference in cell area exist in exposed 
specimen to that of normal. Nuclear area on the other hand showed minor to very 
small difference being attributable to micronuclei formation. 
The frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes calculated in control and ex-
posed forms have been shown in table III 2. The results and trends emerging out 
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of these observations are discussed as under: 
A dose dependent increase of MN frequency was observed and found increas-
ing even in lowest dose (0.05 ppm) of PCP in comparison to the control. Percentage 
profile of single micronuclei of control obtained from a large sample of cells studied 
(1.86 ± 0.42) show over and above increase of 7.05 ± 0.71 in concentrations from 
0.05 to 0.40ppm (48 hrs). The corresponding figure ranged from 2.43 ± 0.74 to 7.91 
± 0.73 (72 hrs) and 2.87 ± 0.92 to 8.42 ± 0.49 (96 hrs). The corresponding incidence 
of micronucleated cells with two or more micronuclei in these concentrations were 
0.45 ± 0.13 to 0.97 ± 0.37 (48 hrs); 0.50 ± 0.26 to 1.20 ± 0.42 (72 hrs) and 0.58 ± 
0.17 to 1.25 ± 0.71 (96 hrs) respectively. An increasing profile of MN frequency in 
three successive exposures i.e. 48, 72 and 96 hrs. seemed to be the general rule. 
Abnormal micronuclei using industrial chemicals is a regular phenomenon in 
fish as also in mice. Morphologically they have been observed in the polychromatic 
erythrocytes of mice using urethane (Westmoreland et al., 1991; Ashby et al., 
1991). In addition, regular structure of nuclei being affected or lost has also been 
reported in U. pygmaea by Hooftmann and Raat (1982). This clearly shows the 
sensitivity of the nucleus to a wide range of chemicals. 
MNT is relatively a recent phenomenon in fish. Only few reports on the use of 
MNT assay in fish are available. Hooftman and Vink (1981) reported the positive 
response of EMS in U. pygmaea, simultaneously, Hooftman (1981) also reported 
similar response in the tropical aquarium fish N. rachowi. 
Manna (1989) observed micronucleated erythrocytes in tilapia treated with 
anisol, lithium chloride, rogor 30E, zinc sulphate and even with X-irradiation. MNT 
has also been used to study the mutagenic effects on the blood cells of rohu, L. 
rohita treated with various chemicals and insecticides (Khan et al., 1991). Present 
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findings did not differ much with earlier reports; the results are thus quite compa-
rable. However, the occurrence of low frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes in 
PCP treated fish could be explained in the light of the fact that all forms of 
aberrations do not contribute in the formation of micronucleus. As is known in 
mammalian test system micronuclei are generally formed by laggard chromosomes, 
acentric fragments and asymmetrical exchanges and simple or gross aberration do 
not form micronuclei (Schmid, 1975). This presumably accounts for the lesser 
frequency of micronuclei in H. fossilis than chromosomal aberrations. 
Studies on MNT in peripheral blood smears of fish clearly established this 
method to be a quick, authentic mutagenicity testing protocol for detecting 
clastogenic agents in aquatic environment. 
I 5 Q 
TABLE III. 1. — J v z y 
CLASTO 
Frequency and spectrum of cytological abnormalities Induced by sublethal 
concentration of pentachlorophenol(PCP)in kidney cells of Heteropneustes fossilis. 
Exposure K P Total No.of TotalNo.of Spectrum of abnormalities Metapfiasewitfi 
(Hrs) (ppm) cells scored metaphase atleastone 
Counted A R G B P/A abnormalities (%) 
X±S.D. 
N.C. 2883 180 2 . 1 2 3 3.16±0.45 
S.C. 2532 172 2 1 2 - 2 3.19±0.41 (-) 
0.01 4302 204 3 2 - 2 1 3.37ifl.47 (-) 
0.03 4172 223 3 1 1 2 2 3.39+0.34 (-) 
0.05 2204 164 3 1 2 2 1 5.220.72 (+) 
0.10 2344 169 3 2 2 2 3 5.93±0.81 (+) 
48 0.15 2709 197 4 2 3 2 2 6.54±0.78 (+) 
0.20 3244 202 5 4 3 3 2 7.72±0.93 (+) 
0.25 5337 223 5 3 4 4 3 8.21 ±0.72 {+) 
0.30 4478 201 6 4 4 5 2 9.90±0.79 (+) 
0.35 3229 179 6 3 4 4 4 10.70±1.02 (+) 
0.40 4412 193 8 4 3 3 4 11.6±1.38 (+) 
N.C. 5737 227 2 1 3 2 2 3.21+0.39 
S.C. 4322 193 2 1 2 2 1 3 ??-K).44 (-) 
0.01 3704 202 3 2 1 1 2 3.36±0.47 (-) 
0.03 2205 168 3 1 1 2 2 3.39±0.44 (-) 
0.05 2270 173 5 2 2 3 1 6.03+0.76 (+) 
0.10 3442 194 7 4 2 2 2 7.06±0.98 (+) 
72 0.15 2889 172 7 4 2 2 1 8.23+0.88 (+) 
0.20 3321 208 8 4 3 3 1 9.27±0.82 (+) 
0.25 1778 167 8 3 3 4 3 9.78+0.97 (+) 
0.30 4702 201 11 5 4 4 2 10.70+1.11 (+) 
0.35 5322 212 11 4 4 5 3 12.10±1.32 (+) 
0.40 5019 198 12 5 3 4 5 13.9+1.54 (+) 
N.C. 2885 175 2 2 1 2 _ 3.21 ±0.42 
S.C. 3649 195 2 2 - 2 1 3.22+0.37 (-) 
0.01 192? 159 3 2 1 2 2 3.39±0.42 (-) 
0.03 4429 173 3 1 1 2 1 3.41 ±0.47 (-) 
0.05 5223 201 6 2 2 3 2 7.74±087 (+) 
0.10 5708 223 6 4 4 5 3 8.93±0.88 (+) 
96 0.15 5817 243 6 5 4 4 3 9.38±1.27 (+) 
0.20 5247 204 9 6 3 3 4 10.44+1 22 (+) 
0.25 4221 198 9 6 5 4 4 11.78±1.23 (+) 
0,30 2273 184 11 7 5 2 6 13.43±1.07 (+) 
0.35 2116 179 13 8 6 3 6 15.10±1.43 (+) 
0.40 4347 217 15 6 7 4 4 15.93±1.53 (+) 
Significant difference (P<0.05) for all groups studied compared to normal control;N.C.:Normal 
control; S.C.: Solvent control; A:Acentrics ; R; Rings; G: Gaps; B: Breaks; P/A: Polyploidy or 
Aneuploidy; (-): Insignficant; (+); Significant. 
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TABLE III. 2. 
NUCLEAR ANOMALIESIN PCP EXPOSED PERIPHERAL ERYTHROCYTES OF 
Heteropneustes fossils (Observations based on 10 specimen and 30 slldes/concentraion 
and 10 observations/slide) 
Exposure FCP Total No of Micronuclei incidence 
(Hrs) (ppm) cells scored Cells with one Cells with two or mote 
rTiicronucle)(7o) micronuclei (%) 
Mean ± S D ' Mean ±S D * 
NO 11600 1 86±0 42 OSatO 14 
SC 11680 1 91±0 38 0 35±0 23 
005 14379 2 21±0 47 0 45±0 13 
010 9772 3 0310 59 0 55+017 
48 015 7640 315±0 41 0 61±0 24 
020 6920 3 16±0 32 090±019 
025 12070 5 39±0 44 0 93+0 27 
030 8100 5 76±0 74 0 88±0 69 
035 9530 6 25±0 62 091±041 
040 11540 7 05±0 71 0 97±0 37 
NO 9586 1 79±0 37 0 34±0 22 
SC 9410 1 93±0 42 0 31±0 27 
005 15038 2 43±0 74 0 5Q±026 
010 12752 3 08±0 72 0 45±0 29 
72 015 6180 314±0 62 0 66±024 
020 12560 331±0 44 0 85±0 42 
0 25 9540 5 67±0 38 0 70±0 44 
030 9610 6 20±0 37 088±019 
035 8280 6 71±0 62 0 92±0 33 
040 7300 7 91±0 73 1 20±0 42 
NO 7132 1 85±0 45 0 33±012 
SC 7465 1 89±0 77 0 36±0 31 
005 10660 2 87+0 92 0 58±017 
010 10182 3 26±0 88 0 69±0 27 
96 015 9180 3 39+0 73 086±0 33 
020 5762 5 03±0 42 0 83±0 22 
025 12190 5 46±0 30 0 87±029 
030 10578 6 67±0 67 0 91±0 33 
035 / / /O 812±0 43 0 92±0 37 
040 7850 8 42±0 49 1 25±0 71 
N C Normal Control, 8 C Solvent Control, * Significance tested at 1 % level 
c las to 
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TABLE. III.3 
C O M P U T E R I Z E D I M A G E ANALYSIS (CIA) FOR M O R P H O L O G I C A L 
VARIOTIONS OF P C P - E X P O S E D ERYTHROCYTES OF Hetropneustes 
foss/7/s (Based on >60 o b s e r v a t i o n s ) I N /ARBITRARY DOT UNIT. 
Groups Cellarea Nucleararea MNarea MN Circularity* 
N.C. 11944±1875 1430+217 
S.C. 11874±1794 1422±237 
Treated 11288±1847 1367±197 289±56 0.838067dt0.162337 
N.C.: Normal Control; S.C.: Solvent control; * : %age by comparing with the perfect 
circle taken as unity (1.0) 
c lasto 
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to O O'O O' O' O'O O O O" 
Concentration (ppm) 
Comparative distribution of abnormal metaphase in pentachlorophenol (PCP) exposed 
Heteropneustesfossilis. N.C.:Normalcontrol; S.C.Solvent control. 
c las to 
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Fig. 111.2. Break up of variou.s chromosomal aberration. Highest 
frequency recorded in accmrics, the rest abnormalities 
almost equally distributed (Based ontable. in.2.) A: Acentrics; 
R: Rings; G:Gaps; B:Breaks and P/A: Polyploidy or 
aneuploidy. 
c las to 
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PLATE Ill.l . 
Metapha.se plate displaying chiomosomes studied in kidnev cells oiH.Jossilis : Normal 
karyotype (A), various types of chromosomal abnormalities (B & C), polyploidy accompanied 
by chromosomal abnormalities (1)). (AC: acentriclragment; R. : ring; G; gap).X2(XX). 
c l a s t o 
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PLATE IIL2. 
Photomicrographs of I'CP exposed erythrocytes of H. fossilis showing difference in size and 
position of micronuclei (arrow) and nucleus (arrow head) X 675. 
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BIOCHEMICAL (GENETICS) STUDIES 
As a consequence of numerous scientific and regulatory pressures, interest in 
understanding the molecular mechanism for most toxic phenomena has increased; 
the new orientation of toxicologic investigation has therefore been identified as 
molecular toxicology, drawing informations from allied fields such as genetic toxicol-
ogy, behavioural toxicology, immunotoxicology, teratology and oncogenesis etc. 
The contribution of these fields are epitomized by the event that opened the new 
modern era of genetic — biochemistry. Further, it seeks to define mechanistic 
similarities and differences between experimental systems and humans. Such 
comparisons are very relevant as there exist a large number of potential environ-
mental genotoxins which directly or indirectly interact to damage DNA. Importantly 
most of them suppress the expression of active genes and eventually induce a new 
set of genetic programmes (Brusick, et al., 1981). 
Attention is now increasingly being focussed upon electrophilic reactivity as the 
fundamental cause of the toxicity of many cytotoxic compounds. Such electrophilic 
centres will undergo reaction of nucleophilic substitution with nucleophilic centres 
in important endogenous molecules such as protein or DNA. These constitute the 
primary chemical lesions, resulting ultimately in cytotoxic or genotoxic effect (Sharma 
and Sobti, 1986). 
Nucleic acids and proteins are important component regulating all biological 
processes - the genetic informations transferred by nucleic acid are incorporated 
in the proteins. Their study has become an equally important area, usually 
observed by electrophoretic experimentation. 
Gel electrophoresis, in which molecules are separated by size as they migrate 
through a gel medium in response to an applied electric field, has widely been used 
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to separate complex mixture of macromolecules such as DNA or proteins. It 
indirectly supports the genotoxic potential of physical or chemical mutagen be-
cause protein production is under genetic control. This has been amply demon-
strated in fish by SDS-PAGE technique (Kirpichnikov, 1981; Khuda-Bukhsh et al., 
1986; Manna and Mukherjee, 1989; Manna and Sadhukhan, 1992). Since the 
protein synthesis is controlled by DNA, any variation therefore, in protein bands 
following the treatment would very likely imply that the mutagen had affected the 
mRNA which led to the variation in bands. 
Rationale is; the genes are not stable, inert structure, they may undergo 
mutation occasionally producing serious defects in the biological function of a 
protein. The present investigations are aimed at the eiectrophoretic behaviour of 
PCP affected genomic DNA of H. fossilis and assessment of resultant variations in 
DNA content. The results were replicated for eiectrophoretic variations or lack of 
it between different protein species for trunk muscle protein. 
1. ELECTROPHORETIC BEHAVIOUR OF GENOMIC DNA IN PCP 
EXPOSED H. FOSSILIS 
It has been observed that following treatment with chemical agents, most 
lesions appear as adducts in which the agent bind to DNA by covalent bonds, 
although some chemical may break the DNA strand directly (Sharma,1984). A 
variety of chemical and physical agents are now known to damage DNA and 
produce strand breaks, hydrogen bond breakage (denaturation of duplex), base 
damage, sugar damage, base modification or formation of base adducts (Rama et 
a l . , 1984). In all living cells DNA is constantly damaged and also repaired. There 
exist single or multiple enzyme(s) system which are involved m DNA repair and this 
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can broadly be shown to either error-free or error - prone. Further more, the 
existence of certain types of DNA damage such as adducts formed by interaction 
between DNA bases and the polycyciic aromatic hydrocarbons or their metabolites 
are non-repairable (Rama et al., 1984). 
Investigations into the nature of DNA damage have therefore, provided valu-
able informations regarding genotoxicity (Ames, 1983; Tice and Setlow 1985; 
Cerutti, 1985). The continuous development of new drugs and chemicals necessi-
tate such studies and obviously utilization of rapid and reliable test methods for 
detecting genotoxic activity has become an absolute need. 
Majority of researches have been conducted on nuclear DNA. A major advan-
tage of using nuclear DNA rather than mitochondrial DNA is that it can be obtained 
easily from minute quantities of tissues. Besides, nuclear genome contains infor-
mation from both sets of parents, whereas the mitochondrial DNA is maternally 
inherited. 
Biochemical bioassay for mutagenicity at molecular level is largely of bacteria 
(Slater et al., 1971), Yeast (Brusickand Mayer, 1973) and mammalian cells (Perry 
and Evans, 1975), though other animals have also been used occassionally (Sega 
et al., 1976; Stetka and Wolff, 1976a,b). Fish being important vertebrates have 
however, rarely been used (Gupta et al., 1989). Many more such observations on 
fish are required. The present work is an endeavor in this direction. The experiment 
on the electrophoretic behaviour of a series of linear duplex DNAs of various relative 
molecular length in agarose gel, is attempted. The detailed procedure followed is 
outlined below. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For the direct detection of DNA strand breaks and alkaline labile sites in 
vertebrate cell, agarose gel-electrophoresis (Singh et al., 1991) has advantage 
over other methods. It has been widely used presently in assessing the relative 
molecular length of DNA in various groups of PCP exposed fish. 
Laboratory acclimatized and previously exposed specimen to usual concentra-
tions of PCP (as described earlier) were sacrificed and their DNA was isolated from 
two sources; i.e. blood (Sambrook et al., 1989) and kidney (Davis et al., 1986). 
Investigations carried along two lines: One; where DNA was used directly for 
determining relative molecular length and two; where DNA was digested first with 
restriction enzymes (EcoR I or Pst I ) before agarose gel electrophoresis using 
marker DNA in both cases. 
(i) Isolation of DNA from blood 
Freshly drawn 2 ml blood was collected in a centrifuge tube containing 0.35 ml 
of acid citrate dextrose (ACD). It was centrifuged at 1300g for 15 minutes and the 
supernatant plasma discarded. The buffy coat was carefully transferred to a fresh 
tube and recentrifuged and resuspended in 15 ml extraction buffer. Later this 
solution incubated for 1 hr at 37°C and proteinase K was added gently to a final 
concentration of 100 pg/ml. This suspension of lysed cells was then incubated in a 
water bath for 3 hrs. at 50°C, swirled periodically and gradually cooled to room 
temperature. To this an equal volume of salt saturated (SS) phenol equilibrated 
with 0.5 M Tris.CI (pH:8.0) was added and the two phases mixed gently by turning 
the tube end over end for 10 mins. The two phases were separated by centrifuga-
tion at 5000g for 15 mins at normal temperature. The pH of the phenol was strictly 
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maintained at 8.0 to prevent DNA from being trapped at the interface between the 
organic and aqueous phases. The separated viscous aqueous phase (having DNA) 
was transferred to a clean centrifuge tube using wide-bore pipette (0.3 cm -
diameter orifice). Above steps repeated twice to isolate protein free DNA. The 
pooled aqueous phases were collected in fresh centrifuge tube to which 0.2 volume 
of ethanol was added at room temperature and swirled until the solution mixed 
thoroughly. The DNA was precipitated and hence removed from the ethanolic 
solution using Pasteur pipette, washed twice with 70% ethanol and centrifuged at 
5000g for 5 mins. The obtained pellet was stored in an open tube at room tempera-
ture to facilitate evaporation of ethanol. To the pellet one ml of TE (pH 8.0) was 
added and shaken gently using rocking platform for dissolution of DNA. 
The absorbancy of the DNA at 260 nm and 280 nm was measured using 
spectrophotometer (Spectronic, 21; Bausch and Lomb). When the ratio of A^^^ to 
AggQ was lower than 1.75 then sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was added at a 
concentration of 0.5%. DNA was re-extracted using above steps. The pure DNA 
thus obtained was stored at 4'C for later studies. 
(ii) isolation of DNA from Icidney tissues: 
Kidney tissue (200 mg) was placed in a 10 ml snap-cap polypropylene tube, to 
which 2 ml homogenization buffer was added and homogenized until no piece was 
visible. To this 125 |j| of 10% SDS was added and mixed by vortexing and incubated 
in water bath at 65°C for 30 mins. 350 (jl of 8 M potassium acetate was then added 
and mixed again by vortexing. The sample was later incubated on ice for 60 min. and 
centrifuged subsequently at 5000g for 10 min at 4 'C; the pellet was discarded and 
supernatant transferred to a new 10-ml tube, and then 2 ml of chloroform and 2 ml 
of SS-phenol was added and mixed by vortexing. The tube was rested briefly until 
two phases separated. The upper aqueous layer transferred to a fresh tube and 2 
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ml of chloroform added and throughly mixed by vortexing. Two phases distinguished 
when allowed to stand and after discarding the lower chloroform layer, 5ml of 
ethanol was added to the aquaeous layer for precipitating DNA. DNA pellet was 
obtained by centrifugation at 1500g for 10 mins. To this 5 ml of 80% ethanol was 
added, mixed gently and ethanol discarded after centrifuging at 1500g for 5 mins. 
The tubes were kept at room temperature for about 30 mins to allow the pellet dry 
up partially. It was resuspended and mixed gently in 300 pi of TE buffer at room 
temperature for 90 mins and stored at 4°C for further processing. 
All the chemicals used were of analytical grade of Sigma Co. The composition 
of various solutions has been shown in Box iv. 1. 
(iii) Restriction enzyme digestion of DNA: 
The details of basic protocol adopted for digesting upto Ipg DNA of each 
sample is as under: 
In 5 pi of DNA solution taken in TE buffer, 2 pi of universal RE buffer was added. 
For RE digestion, 2 pi of EcoR land Pst I (separately used), containing 10 unit/pl 
enzyme was added and the final volume was maintained at 20 pi by adding 11 pi of 
sterilized double distilled water. The sample was then incubated at 37°C for about 
1 hr and EDTA added to stop the reaction and final concentration of 10 mM was 
achieved. The samples were ready for agarose gel electrophoresis. 
(iv) Agarose gel electrophoresis: 
a. Preparation of agarose gel: 
For of 0.6% agarose gel, 180 mg agarose was mixed in 30 ml tris-acetate (TAE) 
buffer. The mixture was carefully boiled for 3 mins. in a microwave oven at medium 
heat. The flask containing the solution gingerly swirled from time to time to ensure 
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the grains sticking to the walls enter the solution. It was then cooled to 60 'C and 
ethidium bromide was added to achieve the concentration of 0.5 pg/ml. 
The ends of the plastic gel mould were sealed with tape and gel poured into 
them and cooled for 30 mins. The comb was positioned at 0.5-1.0 mm above the 
plate so that complete wells are formed. 250 ml of TAE electrophoresis buffer 
(from a prepared stock) was poured into the gel buffer reservoir. The comb and 
tape were removed carefully and gel was mounted into the electrophoresis tank 
ensuring that the gel was submerged to a depth of about 1mm. 
b. Loading gel with DNA samples: 
1/10 volume of 10X tracking dye was added to DNA samples and mixed gently 
by tapping and spun for2-3 sees. (Tracking dye is useful in two ways: One, it makes 
the sample denser than TAE buffer and thus keep the DNA samples down the well; 
two, because of its color-bromophenol blue dye - it is easier to monitor electro-
phoresis and the migration of DNA molecules). The DNA samples were later loaded 
carefully, avoiding spillover to the adjacent wells. To estimate the relative molecular 
length of unknown PCP treated DNA, marker DNA of 1 kib ladder and/or X DNA/ 
Hind III fragments were also loaded (see box IV.2 and IV .3 fo r i kb ladder and 
X DNA/Hind ill fragment). After replacing the lid on the gel apparatus, electrodes 
were attached to steady voltage of 40-50 V for about 5-6 hrs till the dye front 
reached 0.5 cm from the positive end. 
c. Viewing and photography of gel: 
The gel stained with ethidium bromide was observed by illumination with UV 
light (310 - 320 nm) using UV transilluminator. An orange filter (Kodak wratten # 
23A) was used to achieve a desirable film image of light emitted by fluorescencing 
DNA and later photographed and processed as per normal procedure. 
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d. Estimation of relative molecular length of DNA: 
The relative molecular length of normal and PCP exposed DNA was determined 
using Gel Base Documentation System fitted with Video Graphic Thermal Printer 
(Ultra Violet Product:England). These were compared with standard marker or 
ladder DNA. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Profiles of electrophoretic pattern of (a) DNA neither RE digestion nor using 
any marker or ladder DNA, (b) DNA after RE digestion and (c) DNA with standard 
marker for control, solvent control and in selected exposed forms have been 
illustrated in Fig IV. 1 to 3 respectively. 
A careful examination of Fig IV.1, indicated a definite pattern of DNA breakage 
in general, showing dose dependency for all groups. The presence of multiple 
copies of DNA repetitive sequence are illustrated by prominent bands readily visible 
in the ethidium bromide stained gels. Normal and solvent control groups have no 
such specific repeating unit of breakage, nevertheless smear type appearance is 
visible. This is due to high molecular weight of vertebrate DNA in general and H. 
fossilis DNA in particular which undergoes numerous DNA fragment species. For 
PCP exposed higher concentrations (Lane 2,3 and 4) the presence of specific DNA 
species are conspicuous, in addition to the characteristic smearing effect. Thus two 
higher dense bands indicating the presence of multiple copies of repetitive units in 
each lane are because of PCP effect. Das et al. (1984) also arrived at similar 
conclusion. However the highest dose of PCP exposed DNA corresponding to Lane 
1 is characterized by 3 and even 4 bands of high intensity. 
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A close examination of Fig IV.2, where electrophoretic pattern observed follow-
ing digestion with a EcoR I or Pst I restriction enzymes in PCP treated DNA gave 
interesting result. Since this DNA has high molecular weight, therefore, following 
RE digestion there arise numerous speciesofDNAfragments appearing as blood 
film like pattern. Whereas in DNA treated alone with EcoR I (Lane 6) there 
appearthree even four distinct bands, indicating the formation of multiple copies of 
repeating units due to high concentration of PCP. 
Relative molecular length of each band was estimated using ladder DNA 
(standard marker) shown in lane 1 (Fig.lV.3). There are 14 bands, of them 7 are 
found to be dominant between 12216 bp to 1636 bp of relative molecular 
length (Table IV. 1). In lane 2 where the DNA was extracted from highest concen-
tration of PCP exposure (0.40 ppm), there are 5 dominant bands corresponding to 
varying relative molecular length of 9382.46; 5132.27; 532.067; 392.552 and 
686.917 base pairs. Likewise for lane 3,4 and 5 corresponding to PCP concentra-
tions of 0.30, 0.20 and 0.1 ppm, the bands of DNA of relative molecular length 
ranging from 8722.21 to 383.117 base pairs are observed. In contrast no dominant 
band is found in solvent control group (Lane 6); while normal control is marked by 
three minute bands of low molecular weight DNA having 269.234; 383.117 and 
525.634 base pairs. 
Electrophoresis has found to be a sensitive method for the separation of linear 
duplex DNA of low molecular weight size classes. While bacterial test system have 
been employed frequently (Slater et al., 1971; Kada et al., 1972), vertebrate test 
system are scanty. Aaij and Brost (1972) observed and explained migration of linear 
DNA elaborately. As the size of the DNA become large in relation to the pore size 
of the gel as in the present case, the circles are excluded from the gel but the 
linear molecules are not. They crawl head on through the gels. On the basis of an 
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entirely different approach, Fisher and Digman (1971) independently arrived at a 
similar conclusion by observing the migration of linear DNA through gels. 
In view of the fact that PCP is widely used, its metabolite like 
tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCH) also warranted similar observation. Some studies 
using TCH have been made. It has been found to induce DNA single-strand breaks 
and/or alkali labile sites in intact cultured mammalian CHO cells (Ehrlich, 1990). 
Witte et al. (1985) showed further that this activity is proportional to the concen-
tration of TCH. Study on this metabolite is all the more important in the light of 
another experiments where replicates using PCP failed to produce such effects 
even as the concentration increased to many fold and incubation time extended 
considerably. 
If the strand breaks could be explained exclusively as a secondary result of the 
binding of TCH to DNA via destabilization of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the 
DNA molecule or there are other explanations independent of DNA binding ? No 
conclusive explanation could be offered. However it has been shown that TCH like 
hydroquinone easily form semiquinone radicals in the presence of oxygen (Rhaese 
and Freese 1968). The tetrachloro-p-benzosemiquinone radical was observed by 
ESR spectroscopy in incubation mixture. By-product of this oxidation reaction are 
superoxide radicals and H^O^, from which at least the latter is known to cause 
breaks. This metabolic conversion is expected to be mediated by the oxidative 
enzymes. Few enzymes of this nature have been found to involve in the formation 
of electrophoretic matabolites which bind covalently to DNA (Miller and Miller, 
1976). 
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2. STUDIES ON TOTAL DNA CONTENT 
Most of the studies with PCP are concerned with its DNA or chromosome 
breaking role little attempts have been made to assess its effect on the nucleic 
acid content of vertebrate and more importantly of fish. It is equally true of 
cytochemical changes even as some reports are available on this aspect using 
other chemicals (Haqqi and Adhami, 1977; Sayato and Nakamuro 1980 and Das 
et al., 1984). The importance of such studies in the causation of mutagenesis is 
needed to be emphasized. The present study is one such endeavor in this direction: 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
After trying some available methods for extraction of DNA (Marmur, 1961; 
Davis et al., 1986 and Sambrook et al., 1989), procedure followed by Davis (1986) 
was found to be very satisfactory and standardised for the present work. Likewise 
from various available methods of DNA quantitation (Ehrlich, 1990; Singh et 
al.,1991). The method followed by Davis et al. (1986) was also found to be suitable 
and hence followed. Details of estimation of DNA by ultraviolet (UV) spectropho-
tometry are as follows: 
Three samples of extracted DNA from kidney tissues of PCP exposed specimen 
(0.05, 0.20 and 0.40 ppm) and two samples each of normal and solvent controls 
were replicated thrice and recorded carefully. 
One blank quartz cuvette was taken with 1 ml of distilled water for the adjust-
ment of spectrophotometer. To 5 pi of DNA sample extracted already, 995 |jl;of^ 
distilled water was added. The sample was mixed and transferred to cuvette and.-'.-
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absorbancy at 260 nm wave length was observed. Concentration of DNA in micro-
gram/microliter of sample was taken as 10 times the absorbancy reading. Statistical 
analysis was made using students't' test. 
R E S U L T S AND D I S C U S S I O N 
The distribution of all DNA values are shown in Table IV.2, while Fig IV.4, 
depicts this profile graphically. On comparing the variation of DNA content in 
controls and treated samples, a significant tendency of diminishing DNA content, 
as the concentration of PCP increase was evident. Thus at low concentration of 
0.05 ppm, DNA content considerably reduced to 435.13 ± 17.04 pg when con-
trasted from normal (555.19 ± 23.67 pg, significant at 1 % level). This trend contin-
ued and become even more prominent when other selected concentration i.e. 
medium (0.20 ppm) and high (0.40 ppm) are considered. DNA content reduced by 
more than 100 pg/ 100 mg for these exposures, while highest concentration 
recorded the minimum DNA content. 
This property has been exploited to categorize fish in two groups - specialized 
and generalized (Hinegardner and Rosen, 1972). Specialized species are charac-
terized by having less amount of DNA/cell than the generalized forms. Gold (1979) 
attributed the decrease in DNA content associated with chromosomal rearrange-
ments and consequently responsible for reduction in the chromosome number in 
successive species. 
A direct relationship between chromosome number and the DNA value have 
been established by some workers (Hinegardner and Rosen, 1972; Schmidtke and 
Engel, 1975). Gold, (1980); Legrande, (1981); Arai, (1982); Kimetal., (1982); and 
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Yucheng et al, (1983) extended this work and observed DNA value of a number of 
fish. The same pattern has been recorded in different developmental stages of H. 
fossilis by Sarkar et al. (1979). 
Estimation of DNA content following treatment with various chemicals includ-
ing metals has been an active area of research. Low chronic exposure of cobalt, 
nickel, selenium, arsenic and molybdenum gave more or less similar results (Giri et 
al., 1981 and Sanylet al., 1980). Haqqi and Adhami (1977) found variation in DNA 
content with penicillin G and thiotepa in albino rats. Inamoto et al. (1976) and Giri 
et al. (1981) also found similar results. Present investigations are more or less 
similar in nature where decreasing DNA content is possibly attributable to PCP 
oriented decrease in DNA synthesis. This however needs additional confirmatory 
tests. 
What Das et al. (1984) observed may be true for the presentstudy. He 
cncluded : Prolonged treatment and heavy PCP dosage exert inhibiting effect on 
DNA synthesis at later phase of cell division. Whether this decrease in DNA content 
is due to an increase in both the nucleases is not fully understood. The importance 
of such studies in the causation of mutagenesis needs to be emphasized further. 
3. ELECTROPHORETIC PATTERN OF TRUNK MUSCLE PROTEINS IN 
PCP TREATED H. FOSSILIS 
Metabolic pathways are a multistep process where each step is catalysed by a 
particular functional protein or enzyme. Moreover, each cell type and tissue 
contributing to a specific organ contains a specific set of proteins. The presence 
of a functional protein in a particular organ of an organism enables the organ to 
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perform a specific function. Thus the morphological adaptations to environmental 
fluctuation are closely related to the biochemical adaptations through changes in 
the functional proteins. Besides, the relationship between certain enzymes and 
morphological differentiation is so close that often the appearance or disappear-
ance of a specific enzyme is considered as a 'biochemical marker' (School and 
Anders, 1973; Brody et al., 1976; Reinitzx, 1977). 
Electrophoretic pattern of an enzyme or protein is a sensitive method to the 
genetic variation and help for examining the genetic relationship between polymor-
phs. 
By the early 1980s starch gel electrophoresis was commonly used to compare 
protein polymorphism in stocks (Ihssen et al., 1981). However of late, sodium 
dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) has found to be 
more advantageous than the other existing electrophoretic techniques for its clear 
resolution of separated proteins. 
Review of literature reveals that work on biochemical genetics and protein 
chemistry is very scanty particularly of fish even though Chandrasekhar (1959) has 
studied the blood proteins of five carps belonging to the family Cyprinidae and Das 
(1961) investigated the blood biochemistry of three carp. Majority of fish have yet 
not been investigated and a lot more is desired to be done. This study has therefore, 
been undertaken on H. foss/V/s using SDS-PAGE. 
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MATERIALS AND METHOD 
Technical details are: 
A. Preparation of protein sample: 
In all 30 samples were employed for these studies; the break up include, 8 
samples of PCP concentration ranging from 0.05 to 0.40 ppm and two samples of 
normal and solvent controls - thus 10 samples in all comprising three exposures 
of 48,72 and 96 hrs. respectively. Fish were sacrificed at the end of each exposure 
and tissue extract prepared for each sample as below. 
Two gms of dorsal trunk muscles were removed and tissue extracts prepared 
using 0.25 M sucrose solution by tissue homogenizer. Following centrifugation at 
15000g for 15 mins. at 4'C, a clear supernatant was obtained. 
The sample was later diluted in 2X sample buffer (for composition pi. see 
box.lV.1). It was diluted furtherwith double distilled waterto adjust 1 mg/ml protein 
concentration. The sample was then heated in boiling water bath for two to three 
mins. This facilitates the SDS-polypeptide complexes to migrate through gel in 
accordance with the size of the polypeptide. 
B. Gel casting and sample loading: 
SDS-PAGE was carried out in vertical slab gels (130 x 138 x 1 mm) of 10% 
acrylamide gradient. SDS in 0.1 % was carefully overlayed on the acrylamide solu-
tion with the help of Pasteur pipette leaving sufficient space for stacking gel. After 
the completion of polymerization the overlay was poured off and the top of the gel 
was washed several times with deionized water; this removed any unpolymerized 
acrylamide. Stacking gel solution (5%) was directly poured onto the surface of the 
polymerized resolving gel. 
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Teflon comb was immediately inserted onto the stacking gel solution carefully 
avoiding air bubbles. After the completion of polymerization, the teflon comb was 
removed carefully and the gel sandwitch was mounted to the electrophoresis 
apparatus. 
Tris-glycine electrophoresis buffer was added to the top and bottom chambers. 
15 Ml of each samples was loaded by Hamilton microliter syringe in a predetermined 
order in the wells. The unused wells were also loaded with equal volume of 1 XSDS 
gel loading buffer to avoid disturbance of the adjacent sample wells. 
Following loading of the samples electrophoresis apparatus was attached to 
the power supply (positive electrode connected to the bottom buffer reservoir) and 
applied 8 V/cm to the gel. The voltage was increased to 15 V/cm when the dye front 
was moved into the resolving gel. The power supply was turned off (after about 4 
hrs.) when the bromophenol blue dye reached the bottom of the resolving gel. The 
gel was removed from the electrophoresis chamber and fixed for staining. 
C. Staining of SDS-PAGE: 
The gel was immersed in fixative solution (7% acetic acid and/4cfo methanol/ 
distilled water) for at least 10 hrs. with several washings in fixative to remove SDS. 
Staining solution used was prepared by mixing 0.25% w/w Commassie Brilliant 
Blue R 250 in the above fixative. 
The gel was immersed in at least 5 volumes of staining solution. It was 
destained by washing several times by the fixative. The stained gel thus become 
conspicuous and stored in water containing 5% acetic acid until photographed. 
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D.Photography: 
Suitable gels displaying prominent bands were photographed using automatic 
Eragval photomicrography equipment fitted with a camera (Mirax Labrec) loaded 
with Agfa, Copex-PAN, A.H.U. (DS-2158; Belgium made) document type film. The 
usual method of processing was followed. 
OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Gel electrophoresis of pure protein sample was carried out for comparison with 
mobility of protein bands of PCP treated samples at different intervals. Their 
number, relative mobility and the density in trunk muscles have been shown in 
electrophorograms (Fig. IV.5). 
Protein bands of dorsal trunk muscle of PCP exposed specimen do not show 
appreciable variation. There are about 18 bands with no differentiation between 
exposed and control groups. The comparison of the bands at 48, 72 and 96 hrs. 
intervals gave no appreciable variation. The mobility data also confirmed the same. 
Besides, there was no noticeable change in the staining intensities, the concentra-
tion of a particular protein was not variable. 
Studies on elecrophoretic characterization on tissue proteins of catfish have 
been done (Hussain and Siddique, 1974). The results show variation unlike the 
recent work. In all 36 types of proteins have been detected by direct protein staining 
(Khanna et al., 1975a,b; Cross and Ward, 1980; Ryman and Stahl, 1981; Stahl, 
1983; 1987). In the present study however, the lack of difference with respect to 
number and mobility of bands could be attributed to no appreciable effect of PCP. 
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Protein variability in some fresh water species with reference to its chemo-
toxical application has been studied (Manna, 1989). X-irradiated specimen like 
chemically exposed individuals show the obvious difference (Khuda-Bukhsh et al., 
1986). The occurrence of new types of protein suggests the emergence of a new 
strain. Consequently the frequency of mutations in these fish therefore, apprecia-
bly increased. It is suggested that these are manifested when some biochemical 
change appeared in the irradiated fish (Anders et al., 1971; Purdom, 1972; Egami 
and Hyoda-Taguchi,1973). The deviation in the genetic activity may thus be re-
corded through the demonstration of some new metabolites on the irradiated fish 
in their progenies. 
The protein production is understandably under genetic control as demostrated 
by SDS-PAGE in some fish (Kirpichnikov, 1981). Lack of protein variation, indicate 
that PCP is perhaps not potentially genotoxic for the used concentrations. How-
ever, when concentrations are increased, it induced mortality. Since protein synthe-
sis is DNA controlled, the absence of marked variation would very likely imply that 
the PCP had not affected the mRNA. However, additional data from two-way 
electrophoresis is required in addition to the analysis of sub-fractions and se-
quence studies and more critically the degree of their relatedness at the blood 
protein level would also be considered. 
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TABLE. IV.1 . 
LSTIMATLON OF RELATIVE MOLECULAR LENGTH OF H . fos f , . i l i s KIDNfY 
CFI I !3 DNA FOR SELECTED CONCEN PR A I JT ON AND FIXFD EXPOHURF 
(9<f.HRG) OF PCP (Basoii on Gel Fm-^ r Documentation System 
f i t t e d wi th Video (inAplni. I'herma] P r i n t e r ) . 
fieptembor 6 Plus : Copyright <C) 1987--1993 Synoptic<5 Ltd, 
Ge] Number 1 
Gel type! Nucle ic Acid 
HaTid "lypp: Emission (L ight b<.^ nd<^  on a dark background) 
Analysing Lane number 
14 peal- s found 
Peat 1 value 
l^eak 6 value 7 1?'6 
Peal- 7 value 6 108 
Peal 8 value 5090 
Peal- 10 value A0773 
Peal- 12 value 3054 
Peal 14 value 163/^ 
1 gel 1 
Analysing lane number 2 gel 1 
Height 124.139 base pa i rs 93RX.4<'> 
Height = 14 2 .111 base pa i rs •=• b 132 .2 / 
Height - 27 .8611 base pa i rs = 532 .067 
Height = 14.1944 base pa i rs = 392 .552 
Height •= 3 1.5 paics ~ <'>86,9 1/ 
Analysing lane numbef 3 gel I 
Height =-  82 .8889 base pa i rs •= H / P 2 . 2 I 
Height - 69 .6667 base pa i rs - 4656-77 
Analysing l<^ne number 4 gel 1 
Height - 76 .75 base pa i rs = 8722 .21 
Height = 75 .6667 base pa i rs ~ 4 6 0 2 . 3 / 
Analysing lane number 5 gel 1 
H(?ight - 30 .6667 base pa i rs 3 8 3 . 1 1 / 
I lei gilt = 16.8611 base pa i rs 5 19.P79 
Analysing l.^ne number 6 gel 
Height - n i l 
1 
Ancxlysing lane number 7 gel 1 
Height = 9 .08333 base pa i rs =•= 269 .234 
Height =- 24 .1389 base pa i rs - 383 .117 
Height = 34 .8333 base pa i rs = 525 ,634 
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TABLE. IV.2. 
ESTIMATION OF TOTAL DNA CONTENT IN PCP EXPOSED KIDNEY 
T ISSUES OF Heteropneustes fossilis FOR SOME S E L E C T E D 
C O N C E N T R A T I O N S AT F IXED EXPOSURE (96 Hrs.) 
P C P 
(ppm) 
Tissue Weight 
(mg) 
Optical 
Density 
m g DNA/100 mg tissues 
(M±S.D.)* 
N.C 241 0.440 555.19±23.67 
S.C. 191 0.346 542.21 ±21.52 
0.05 171 0.248 435.13+17.04 
0.20 244 0.345 423.17±26.22 
0.40 424 0.586 413 64+?? ?9 
N.C. : Normal Control; B.C.: Solvent control; * : Significant at 1% level. 
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Fig. IV. 1 Electrophoretic pattern of 96 hrs PCP treated kidney DNA 
of H. fossilis. Lane 1 to 8 ; DNA bands in various concen-
trations (from 0,40 ppm to 0,05 ppm respectively). Lane : 
9 & 10:DNA profile in controls (solvent and normal) 
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Fig. IV.2 Electrophoretic pattern of 96 hrs PCP treated Kidney 
DNA of H. fossilis predigested with EcoR I or Pst I using 
X DNA / Hind III marker.Lane 1 to4; Pst 1 digested DNA-
Lane5:Marker D N A . Lane 6to9:EcoR | digested DNA-
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Fig. IV. 3 Electrophoretic pattern of 96 hrs PCP treated kidney DNA 
of H.fossilis usalin the estimation of relative molecular 
length using standard 1 kb ladder. Lane 1 ".Ladder DNA. 
L a n e l t o B PCP exposed D N A ( 0 - 4 0 . 0 - 3 0 , 0 - 2 0 and 
O l O p p m respJ.Lane 6 C o n t r o l l e d ( s & N ) D N A -
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on s 
i 
6 0 0 -
5 5 0 -
5 0 0 
4 6 0 
4 0 0 
3 5 0 
3 0 0 
('oiicciuralioii (ppin) 
I Distribution of D N A contcnt/lOOiiig of kidney tissue of 
pentachlorophciiol (PC^P) exposed Ileteropneusles fossils. 
Marked decrease of D N A content in treated tissues is 
obvious. N.C.:Nomial control; S.C.:Sol vent control. 
8 6, .5, .4 3 
w V ^ ^ 
' - . ' 
i ' ' f., ' 
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i ^ > 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 , 
Fig.IV. 5 Electrophorograms of trunk muscle protein of H. fossilis 
for normal control (Lane 1), solvent control (Lane 2) and 
for various concentration of PCP (Lane 3-10) for 3 differ-
ent duration : 48 hrs.(A), 72 hrs(B) and 96 hrs (C). 
0 6 0 5 0 3 1 9 2 
B0X:IV.1 
COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS SOLUTIONS FOR BIO-CHEMICAL STUDIES. 
Acid citrate dextrose (ACD) Protein Sample buffer 
citric acid 0.48 g. 20% glycerol 
Sodium citrate 1.32g. 0.0625 M Tris.HCI (pH6.75) 
glucose 1.47 g. 4% SDS 
H p tolSOml. 10%2 mercaptoethanol 
Extraction buffer 0.002% bromophenol blue 
10mM Tris.CI(pH8.0) Water 
0.1 M EDTA 15% Resolving gel (50 ml) 
20|jg/ml pancreatic RNAase H^ O 11.5ml 
0.5% SDS. Acrylamide(30%) 25 ml 
Tris-acetate (TAE) 1.5MTris(pH8.8) 12.5mi 
0.04MTris-aceaet 10°/oSDS 0.5ml 
0.001 M EDTA 10°/oammonium persulfate 0.5ml 
Homogenization buffer TH/IBD 0.02 ml 
0.1 M NaCI 5% Stacking gel (10 ml) 
0.2 M Sucrose KO 6.8 ml 
0.01 M EDTA A ^ a m ide(30%) 1.75 m 1 
0.3MTris,pH8.0 1.0MTris(pH6.8) 1.25ml 
SS-phenol (Salt-saurated phenol): 10°'oSDS 0.1ml 
1-lb (453.6gms) phenol 10°/oammonium persulfate 0.1ml 
100 ml 2MTr is (pH 7.4) TEMED 0.01 ml 
130 ml H p 1xSDS gel load ing buffer 
Heating at 37°C to dissolve phenol. 50mMTris.CI (pH6.8) 
Removed upper aqueous phase lOOmM dithiothreitol 
Add: 100 ml2MTris (pH 7.4) 2% SDS (Electrophoresis grade) 
25mlm-cresol 0.1 % bromophenol blue 
1 ml bmercaptoethanol 10% glycerol. 
500 mg8-hydroxyquinoline Tris-glycine electrophoresis buffer 
TE(pH8.0) 25mMTris 
lOmM Tris.CI(pH8.0) 250 mM glycine (pH8.3) 
1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) O.r/oSDS 
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B O X : IV.2 
DETAILED INFORMATION OF 1KB DNA LADDER. 
I Kb DNA Liddtr I5«I5-0I« 25«|it acM S »* 
IMIS-424 I a t e*ck 329 
1 Kb DNA Laddct is suiiable for sizing linear dotiMc-sinnded DNA fragnieatx 
from 500 bp lo 12 kb. The bands of Ihe ladder each coaian from 1 lo 12 repeats 
of a I.OlH'bp DNA frigmeni (I) . In addition lo ihes< 12 bands. Ihe ladder coo-
lains vector DNA fragmenis that range from 75 lo 1,634 bp. TTiii system o n be 
siained with ethidium bromide or radiolabeled using T4 poMiucleotide kinase, 
T4 DNA polymerase, DNA polymerase I. or the large fragment of DNA poly-
merase I (Klenow fragment). 
Conctnlratioa i* ttontc buffer: 200 to I,2fl0 |ig,'ml ID 10 mM Tris-HQ (pH 7J), 
SO mM Naa. 0.1 mM EDTA. 
PcrforaaBcc mmd quality lestiaf; Location, sharpness, and relative mtensiry of the 
upper U bands and the absence of background are evaluated relative lo a conmM 
lot by agarose gel analysis. Bands are visualued both by ethidium bromide staining 
and by autoradiography after ^'P labeling 
Recommended ftonje eoaditkm: -20*C. 
I. Hanley, J L. ind Donelson, J E (1980) Nuluir tUxvU^M. HO 
Set also; 
DNA PolymerjiC I (Cat Nos I80I0-0I7/O2J1. pi|c MiO 
I j r g r Frigmeni ol DNA Polymerise I iKIemi^ IntmenlllCJi .Voi. IS012-0!1I-019'-01}K page 6 61 T4 DNA P.I)Titraic (Cal Nos 1811115 017/(1251. pjgc TJ Pol>iudciK«k Kinase (Cal Nos ItUKU-UlU, u:sl. fufcb-lt 
I Kb DNA Ladder 
It 216 "im 10 180. 
-SiBO -4 Jin 
- I J O X 
-1.436 
-sdsn 
- M t 
-•JU 201 
IM IM 
I ' 
I n 
lUfmfntt 
ul 
I gti 
tUdHJmilk ClhlUlUIII bliNDHfe 
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BOX : IV .3 
DETAILED INFORAMTION OF X DNA/HIND III FRAGMENTS 
XDNA/HMlll 15*12-013 500 ii* mh SIM 
X D N M / i t d HI Ftipnenu ire suilable (of siiing linear doublc-siiindcd DNA 
from 125 bp lo 23.1 kb. They prepared by digesting » DNA (clindltsji57 Ja»1 
to compleiion wnh Hmd 111 and can be visualized afier eihidium bromide 5iaiiiii|. 
C o K n t n t i M la Karate b ^ e n 400 lo 800 fig/ml in 10 mM Tris-HC (pH 7.4), 
5 mM NaO, 0.1 mM EDTA. 
PeifonuK* mmd quIilT ln«li«: Lxicaiion, sharpness, and relative intensity of dc 
upper seven bands and the absence of background are evaluated relative to a 
control lot by agarose gel analysis. The bands are visualized by ethidium btooai 
staining. 
Recoaaewled ttonte ctiwUUeK -2irC. 
\ DNA//find III Fragments 
a.130 
. «.416 
• «.557 
. 4.361 
• 1322 • 2.027 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
(Genotoxicity Studies) 
Thi6 promising area is a spin off from the developments in cytogenetic, 
biochemical and histopathological studies used as very sensitive genetic assays 
for detecting environmental mutagens and genotoxic pollutants even at sub-toxic 
level. Since pentachlorophenol (PCP) like most of the chemicals or pesticides used 
terrestrially end up finally in the aquatic system, it is the fish and the like that are 
affected most. H.fossilis is therefore, monitored for these suble but genetically 
damaging changes using sub-lethal concentrations of PCP at selected exposures 
following elaborate LD50 studies. Since work in this area is of very recent origin the 
citations are few. Work on genotoxicity has been initiated, methods have been 
developed and modified for demonstrating divergent parameters such as 
histopathology of germinal epithelium; cytological end points like chromosomal 
aberrations (CA) and micromjcieur (MN) formation and biochemical analysis for 
DNA breakage and estimation and quantitation of DNA and muscle proteins. 
General strategy for the assessment of genotoxicity was carried as per recommen-
dations of GUM (Guidelines for Genotoxicity Testing). A brief outline of technical 
details, original findings and diagnosis are discussed: 
A. Determination of median lethal dose (LDg^): 
In the absence of any relevant citation on sub-lethal doses of PCP - which is 
essential to measure the mutagenic potential of this chemical - elaborate LD5Q 
studies were carried out as a prerequisite. Healthy pre-acclimatized fish with 
desired weight and length were selected and exposed to a wide range of PCP 
concentrations by post-oral (medium) treatment. The dose at which 50% mortality 
occurred within 72 hrs was calculated using standard established method (Szabad 
at. al., 1983). The precise value determined was 0.48 ppm. Marginal increase over 
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LDgg frequently inflicted high toxicity and resulted in the fatal PCP oriented poison-
ing incidents. 
Various types of behavioural changes were further investigated. Toxic stress 
and its associated symptoms were very remarkable; the important among them 
being restlessness, surface swimming, vigorous jerking and body imbalance in most 
sub-lethal doses, though slight variations were always found. Serious conse-
quences to higher doses were very prominent. It included haemorrhages of the 
viscera, deep coma and related death with rapid rigor mortis. Any marginal 
increase over LDg^ value frequently affected the fish, resulting in acute stress and 
mortality - the fact pointing to the highly toxic nature of PCP. The subsequent 
studies later followed using sub-lethal doses on the basis of LDgg value. 
B. Histopathological abnormalities: 
It is very vital to explore the possibility of transmission of any chemical to the 
future germinal epithelium. PCP was therefore, assessed for its accessibilty in the 
germinal epithelium of the gonads. The gross histological changes were observed 
using detailed light and electron microscopic studies. In addition, inhibition of 
gonadal growth was measured using gonado-somatic index (GSI) as per recom-
mended method (Pandeyand Shukia, 1985). 
Light microscopic tissue preparation included paraffin-embedding accompa-
nied by haematoxylene-eosine staining for testicular and ovarian tissues. Histologi-
cal changes in testes were very prominent: Testes lobules were greatly affected in 
having; involuted interstitial cells, hypertrophied Leydig cells with moderate to 
complete pycnosis, distended seminiferous tubules, enlarged epithelial cells in vas-
deferens and collapsed blood vessels.Ovarian cells too were equally sensitive and 
suffered characteristic changes. This included; severe damage to the peritoneal 
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lining, vacuolation of cytoplasm in immature oocytes, disintegration of cortical 
alveoli, atretic oocytes and liquified cytoplasm. These changes are not significantly 
unique with other studies. High sensitivity of germinal tissues to a wide range of 
chemicals is indicated. 
In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the procedure followed was in 
accordance of Culling et al. (1985) and Hayat (1970): gluteraldehyde and osmium 
tetraoxide fixation being major steps. Using ultra-microtomy 1pm thick sections 
were cut and stained in saturated uranyl acetate-lead citrate. Important changes 
observed were protrusion in the lumen of the seminiferous tubules, vacuolaed 
nucleus,'attenuated or annular mitochondria. Most of the changes were qualita-
tively similaras in light microscopy. 
GSI values vindicated the significant reduction of gonadal growth in exposed 
specimen: suppression in gonadal development was generally observed. 
C. Clastogenic effects: 
For cytological damages to methods i.e. chromosomal aberration (CA) and the 
quick method - micronucleus test (MNT) were used together making very sensitive 
genetic assay for detecting the clastogenic effects of PCP. 
Chromosomal preparations were made from cobalt chloride induced kidney 
cells using standard colchicine - hypotonic-acetic acid-flame dry-Giemsa staining 
schedule (Cucchi and Baruffaldi, 1990). The predominant aberrations were ob-
served and classified as the chromatid (breaks) and chromosomes types (acentrics, 
rings and gaps). PCP induced an increasing rate of CA and a dose-response 
dependency was generally seen. The decreasing order of aberration observe were 
gaps, rings, breaks and acentrics respectively 
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MNT was used in peripheral erythrocytes after treatment with PCP. Slides were 
prepared following simple haematoxylene-eosine staining technique (Pascoe and 
Gatehouse, 1986). In most cases the number of micronuclei restricted to one, 
occasionally two or even three in rare cases; the position differing widely - being 
close to main nucleus to any place in the cytoplasm. A significant increase of MN 
frequency in a dose-dependent manner was again evident. 
Computerized image analysis (CIA) of morphological variations of micronuclei 
using Microcomputer Video-Image Analyzer was achieved. Cellular, nuclear and 
micronuclear perimeter (in dots unit) were calculated for differing shapes. All 
measurements were made with S-plan achromat objective of 40X magnification. 
Circularity of the micronucleus was measured as the percentage, comparing a 
perfect circle. Results showed a remarkable variation in sizes of micronucleus. It 
was due to the breaking of various sizes of chromosomal or chromatid parts. 
D. Biochemical (genetics) effects: 
Genotoxicity at molecular level is another recent phenomenon. The investiga-
tion at DNA or protein level was therefore undertaken. DNA was isolated from 
kidney and blood tissues of PCP exposed specimen using Davis et al.(1986) and 
Sambrook et al.(1989) methods. Agarose gel electrophoresis technique as adopted 
I 
by Sambrook et al.(1989) was followed. The relative molecular length of double 
stranded DNA fragments of low molecular weight was determined. Banding pattern 
gave a remarkable variation of DNA strands of various relative molecular length in 
experimental specimen, labelling PCP as a confirmed genotoxin. Quantity of DNA 
was ascertained in separate set of experiments. A significant range of variation in 
DNA quantity extracted from a particular amount of kidney tissue as evident. PCP 
directly or indirectly interact to inflict DNA damage. 
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To characterize muscle proteins, dorsal trunk muscle were put to test by SDS-
PAGE (Davis et al.,1986) method. Unlike DNA there was no appreciable variation 
of protein bands in exposed specimen. 
The divergent tests undertaken and most of the results obtained and summa-
rized in the foregoing sections would seem to make it not so difficult to arrive at a 
definite conclusion regarding the mutagenic potential of PCP in H.fossilis. Where 
this, a compound of remote scientific interest, we could well leave it at that, stating 
that only by more research in future, would we be able to rank this substance 
correctly within the scale of mutagenic activities. However the wide - spread use, 
the ubiquitous presence, and general and well measured human exposure would 
seem to make it imperative to arrive at an answer on which to base a well foundea 
risk assessment. 
MONITORINO 
A N D 
RECOMMENDATION 
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MONITORING AND RECOMMENDATION 
From the previous discussion, it appears that genotoxicity of PCP studied have 
shown positive results in most of the tests. In view of the serious clastogenic 
damages the recommendation that the use of PCP should at least be restricted to 
situations where adequate worker's protection can be provided seems to be 
logical. Nevertheless, the continuous and widespread use of this chemical might 
bring an undesirable variations, affecting the genetic purity of the individuals, 
including man, a reality not too distant. A few recommendations should help, 
therefore, to minimize exposure and thus eventual risks and to generate an interest 
in these studies. That is necessary in our view, to permit one to exploit benefits to 
man. These are: 
* Summarizing the general toxic effects of PCP on the health of the individual, 
it is very essential and studies should be directed at. As a precaution it 
should not be taken internally, should not be breathed or allowed to contact 
mucous membranes of the eyes, nose, throat and even prolonged skin 
contact should be avoided, while handling for any purpose. 
* The use of PCP should be restricted to such areas where its application can 
be strictly controlled. Following the assessment of health-hazards, risk evalu-
ation should be done. This would be useful in establishment of criteria for the 
deviation of Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) or Maximum Allowable or Permis-
sible Concentrations (MACs or MPCs) for regulating the safety of the work 
environment or Admissible Daily Intakes (AIDs) of additives and contami-
nants in food, air and water to control exposure of the general population in 
the living environment. 
* Even as until now it is not possible to consider the total burden of chemical 
mutagens, yet, it is absolutely necessary to established standards for the 
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exposure limits of specific chemical mutagens. This limit can be expressed as 
a fraction of an increase in the spontaneous or induced mutations. For 
mutagenicity test of living system, the target concentration of PCP should be 
measured which are v^ery useful in genetic testing systems. 
* A search is required for natural desmutagens, from traditional food habits, 
which may be effective in counteracting potential mutagenicity. For this 
purpose, a systematic screening should be carried out of natural products, 
which when used in combination with items of human comsumption of known 
potential mutagenicity will modify their activity. 
* Till to-date there is no specific consciousness of the mutagenic potential of 
chemicals, whether pollutants or of everyday use, still being used injudi-
ciously. Special attention is needed both in the selection of right type of 
• chemicals and in taking maximum care and safeguard to minimize exposure 
and available contamination. 
At the moment, even the recent carcinogenicity data, in the absence of 
convincing genotoxicity results, would probably not provide sufficient arguments for 
a complete ban or even for major use restriction above these imposed as hygiene 
measure in worker protection. Protection of ecosystem and the environment, could 
of course necessitate the drastic step of a complete ban of PCP usage, a step that 
have led to this effect in the Switzerland (BUWAL, 1986), Denmark, Germany 
(Anonymous, 1989) and Japan (Kobayashi and Akitake, 1975); the human risk 
situation can certainly benefit further from such a decision. 
As an immediate action to tackle this problem - at the international level - is to 
identify and strengthen agencies to generate scientific data periodically to ascer-
tain the trends on: Pesticide or herbicide residues in food commodities as well as 
in human fat and blood tissues etc. 
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